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Sr. Bowman to speak at '89 commencement
By PATRICIA McNERNEY
Heights Associate News Editor
Sr. Thea Bowman, a charismatic
nun who has dedicated her life to
spreading a new black evangelical

gospel and has been featured on
CBS's "60 Minutes," will be the
keynote speaker at Boston College's
113 th commencement ceremony in
Alumni Stadium on Monday, May
22 at 10:00am, announced the
Office of Communications last
week.
Bowman was selected by a
committee comprised of faculty,
administration, university trustees,
and two students, said University
Secretary Fr. Joseph P. Duffy, SJ.
Duffy said the committee in general
was happy with the selection of
Bowman who has been "very
popular on the college circuit."
"Timing is everything" when
booking a speaker, said Duffy. This
year's search for a commencement

speaker was begun in September.
Duffy hopes to start the selection
process for the 1990 speaker in a few
weeks in order to get bigger name
speakers.
Bowman will receive an honorary

Doctor of Religion during the
ceremony. Other honorary degrees
will be awarded at the ceremony.
They include: Polish journalist and
civil rights activist Jerzy Turowicz
who will receive an Honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters; Jonathan
Kozol, a teacher and highly
acclaimed author who has spent
nearly 25 years supporting
education and social justice issues
in America will receive an Honorary
Doctor of Social Science; Thomas S.
Murphy, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of Capital
Cities/ABC, Inc., will receive an
Honorary Doctor of Laws Degree;
and Kenneth Ryder, retiring
president of Northeastern University

will receive an Honorary Doctor of
Science in Education.
Some 2,500 degrees, out of an
approximate total of 3,400 undergraduate, graduate and professional
degrees awarded by BC during the
1988-1989 academic year, will be
conferred during the commencement exercises.
Thea Bowman. FSPA
"One difference between me and
other people is that I'm content to
do my little bit. Sometimes people,
think they have to do big things in
order to make change, but if each
of us would light the candle, we'd
have a tremendous light," said this Sr. Thea Bowman is the keynote speaker at the 113th Boston College
year's commencement speaker, Sr. commencement ceremony on May 22. One of only 800 black nuns
Thea Bowman, during a 1987 "60 in the U.S., she will receive an Honorary Doctor of Religion.
Minutes" interview.
literally put races in touch," she said story, Bowman communicates joy,
Bowman, who has been plagued' in the interview.
freedom and pride. In numerous
Bowman, granddaughter of a public appearances each year, she
by ill health, has dedicated her life
spreads the message that people are
to making "doers out of watchers, to slave, was born in Canton,
Mississippi to a Protestant family. gifted, and that cross-cultural
She converted to Catholicism at age collaboration enriches both
12 and decided to become a nun
education and living.
while still a teenager.
A faculty member at Xavier
Sr. Bowman, said TV journalist University's Institute of Black
Mike Wallace, "is powered by the Catholic Studies since 1979,
conviction that when something is Bowman has received numerous
recognitions for her work, including
wrong, you change it."
One of some 800 black nuns the Harriet Tubman Award for
as well. "I hope it opens the doors nationwide, Bowman was chosen by Leadership with Black Catholics
for well known prominent speakers the bishop of her diocese in Jackson, from the 1986 National Black Sisters
to come to BC." Hentemann added MS, to serve as Consultant for Conference. Also in that year, she
a
was recognized by the Mississippi
Awareness
that Jackson, unlike Oliver North, Intercultural
will speak about things which are position she has held since 1979. Religious Leadership Conference.
Bowman frequently works with
The author of numerous articles, she
relevent to BC.
help
to
them
understand
has been featured in several national
Tickets for this event are four children
dollars and are on sale now at the their cultural heritage. Through
Turowicz, page 16
song, dance, poetry, drama and
McElroy ticket booth.

Jackson lecture to heighten
racial awareness on campus
By KATE CANAS

Reverend Jesse Jackson will speak
to promote racial awareness on
campus in the Silvio O. Conte
Forum on Wednesday April 26 at
2:oopm.

Although the subject of the lecture

is racial and social consciousness on
campus, Jackson will also be
discussing issues involving the

political and religious spectrum.
The UGBC and the AHANA
Caucus are organizing the event.
Jackson's $12,500 fee will be paid for
out of the UGBC programming
budget, said UGBC President Chris
Hentemann. This will fill the 20
percent of the budget set aside for

cultural

awareness.

Jay Prabhu, one of the organizers
of the event, said "this is an exciting
opportunity for BC. A speaker of the

caliber of Reverend Jackson can do
nothing but add to the prestige of the
University."

Reverend Jesse Jackson

"The Jackson speech would be an

appropriate contrast to some of the

lectures we have had this year,"
Prabhu continued.
The time of the lecture may pose
a problem for some students,
though.
The 2:oopm scheduled time was
finalized after considering Jackson's
schedule and other factors such as

?

security.

"We realize there will be class
conflicts but we feel the
conversations stimulated by the
lecture and the educational
potential of the lecture will more
than offset the problems of these
conflicts," said Jesus Rosa, President
of the AHANA Caucus and UGBC
Vice President for AHANA Issues.
David Caprio, SOM '89, is the
primary contact of the National
Rainbow Coalition for the lecture.
Caprio sa id that Jackson's consent to
speak at BC is due to his own
continued negotiations with the
Rainbow Coalition staff.
Last October, Caprio said he
received an informal promise from
Jackson to speak at BC. Since then,
Caprio, UGBC Programming, and
members from the AHANA Caucus
have been working with Assistant
Dean Sheilah Shaw Horton to
secure a date for the lecture.
This lecture will also be the
fulfillment of former UGBC
president Matthew Pye's racial
awareness platform, as well as the
end of Pye's programming year at
BC.
Hentemann said that he is excited
that Jackson will be speaking at BC

I The Environmental Action Center sponsored Earth Day on the Dustbowl last Friday. Students
II participated in a variety of activities, including the petition signing pictured above.
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THERE IS LIFE AFTER B.C. and you can decide what yours will be!!
So come on over to 38 Comm Ave, today, next week, or after finals (P.S. We are open all
summer.) 27 DAYS TO GRADUATION AND COUNTING
.
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K you selected any of the above...do not pass go, do not collect $200 dollars, go directly to the
CENTER and make an appointment to talk with a friendly, informative CAREER
ADVISOR. She or he will help you identify your skills, interests, and priorities We'll also
teach you how to start doing "research" (you thought you were done with that word) on
career fields, and how to "network"' through professional organizations and BC Alumni You
can even watch video tapes of all those great presentations you missed last year. AND you
can look at
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Fr. Dinneen leaves Head Chaplain position
By BILL MURPHY
Heights Assistant News Editor

John A. Dineen, SJ, University
Chaplain of Boston College for the
last ten years, will be ending his role
in that position in July at which time
Fr. Richard T. Geary, SJ will become
the new head Chaplain.
Fr. Dinneen will be leaving a
position he has held since the
summer of 1979, but he will remain
working in the Boston College
community.
Starting next year, Fr. Dinneen will
be heading The Campaign for
Boston College's Special Gifi
efforts, in an attempt to help raise
125 million dollars for the school.

This money will be used for
financial aid and the faculty, and
should be helpful in avoiding a
future tuition increase.
Fr. Dinneen described his new
position as a "good challenge" and
said he is happy to be part of this
"very important time in our history."

After looking back on Ihe last ten
years, a time in which the university
has greatly expanded, Fr. Dinneen
recalled some of the Chaplaincy's
major accomplishments with pride.
He said he is proudest ofhow they
have improved the quality of major
liturgies on campus, which has
"enabled a lot of students to
experience a religious community,"
and the social justice that has been
raised through the university's
out-reach programs.
He cited Appalachia, the Festival
of Friendship, and Boston College's
International Volunteer Corps, as
examples of successful outreach
programming. He also said he liked
the trend of growing involvement
and referred to Boston College
breaking all records with forty-one
graduates entering the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps last year as yet
another example.
In reference to the future, Fr.
Dinneen has seen the need for some
change. He stated that there is a

advice he would give Fr. Geary
would be to continue with the
outreach programs, helping those
less fortunate and in need, to keep
close contact with RA's because of
their great influence, and most
importantly, "to work towards
intercultural awareness," because it
is vital that we "work togetherfor a
common goal."
During the last ten years, Fr.

Dihneen has had

a tremendous

impact on the Boston College

community both socially and
religiously.

Fr.
Father Richard T. Cleary, SJ will
become the University chaplain
in July.
"need for people to become more
knowledgeable about their faith,"
and continued to say that from what

Dinneen

realizes

his

importance to the BC community
and stated, "I feel very much a part

Father John A. Dinneen, SJ will
be leaving his position as
University chaplain after 10 years
in that position.
he sees around him, he knows
"there is a hunger for Cod."
Fr. Dinneen explained that the

of the community here." Although
he will continue to help the school
at his new position, he looked back
on the influence he has had as
University Chaplain and said that he
"has enjoyed the role of building up
that community."

Riviezzo chosen for all-University award
By ROBERT B. STACK
Dineen Riviezzo, A&S '89, has
been selected as the recipient of the
1989 Rev. Edward H. Finnegan

Award, which honors the student

who best exemplifies the motto of
"Ever to Exel."
Boston College
Founders of the award specify that
it is intended for a senior who has
been particularly devoted to the
?

university without seeking personal

reward.
Father Finnegan was a faculty
member of BC's history department
and also served as a senior class
advisor. After his death in 1951, some
of his former students founded the
award in his name.
Riviezzo's list of accomplishments
is long. Most notable is her
involvement with the Faculty

Fellows Program. Riviezzo was the
founder of the program and has
been its director for the last three
years.

The Faculty Fellows Program is a
service which places faculty and
administration officials in touch with
freshmen students in an informal
and social setting.
Riviezzo will °be leading the
students in the graduation

Hallucinations of a Heights photographer. An abstract view of the BC skyline as seen from the steps of
Devlin Hall last Tuesday night.

procession this year, where she will
also make a speech as the grand
marshal of the Order of the Cross
and Crown.
In addition to this position,
Riviezzo is also the treasurer of
Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit Honor
Society. She was also a resident
assistant in Cheverus Hall last year.
Of all her accomplishments,
Riviezzo speaks with the most pride
about the success of the Faculty
Fellows Program. When she was a
freshman, Riviezzo served as a
campaign aide for Jill Alper, UGBC
President 1986-87.
After speaking with a large
number of students, Rivizzo said she
recognized that students felt there
needed to be a closer contact
between students and faculty. After
Alper was elected, Riviezzo attained
an appointment to head the new
program.
With an initial UGBC budget
allocation of $5000, Riviezzo said
she began to interview faculty and
administrative volunteers who were
willing to join the program. Under
the plan of the program, the
volunteers were assigned a floor of
freshman students, given a $200
dollar activity grant, and a $100
dollar meal plan for special meals
with the students.
In its second year, the
program
still under Riviezzo's
leadership received a $7,500
donation from the Office of
?

?

Voices on the Dustbowl

University Housing, in addition to

UGBC funding. The UGBC funding,
however, was cut last year under
UGBC President Matt Pye's budget
plan. Next year, however, UGBC
President Chris Hentemann said he
will allocate $1,000 for the program.
Riviezzo said that one of the
pleasures of receiving the Finnegan
Award is that it is a recognition of the
usefulness of the Faculty Fellows
program, despite budgeting
difficulties which might seem to
indicate otherwise. The Faculty
Fellows Program expects to grow
next year with a sizeable donation
from the Office of Student Affairs.
Riviezzo related some of her
memories of programs past. One
year a faculty member went
parachuting with his students. She
added that Admissions officer
Christine Baker has taken her
students home for homemade
cookies.

Jennifer Horan, A&S '90,
Riviezzo's roommate, remarked that
Riviezzo has "an exceptional
perspective on issues that confront
her."
Riviezzo plans to attend
Georgetown University Law School
after graduation.
A plaque bearing Riviezzo's name
will be placed in the lobby of
O'Connell House to commemorate
her winning of the award.

By Bridget Nester

If you were the next guest speaker, what topics would you address?

Krissy Buzun, A&S '92
Portia Cirome, SOM '92

Chris Hanley, SOM '90
Michael Joyce, Rob Coyne,
Lenny Enos, A&S '90

The way certain RA's
enforce the school's
policies.

The variable diameters of
the ever elusive Frisbee.

Jennifer Miller, A&S '90
Heather McLoughlin,
A&S '90
Recent research of the 500
known parasites living in
the fur of sloths in the
rainforests of So. America.

Kerry Dinneen, A&S '90
Allison Kopicki, A&S '91
Paul Walsh, SOE '90

The existence of Elvis.

Chris Appier, A&S '90
Jim Bob Callahan, A&S '90
Murph's taint.
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Hentemann names '88-89 UGBC cabinet
April 24, 1989

By TINO LUCENTE

selections at their first Senate
meeting this Tuesday night, said

Heights Staff Writer
UGBC
President
Chris
Hentemann made his first real

executive decision last week when
he selected positions for his cabinet.
Hentemann and his executive
Vice-President Bob Bisset spent the
last few weeks interviewing 126
applicants for the 26 cabinet
positions, said Hentemann. "The
hardest part wasn't finding qualified
applicants but turning away
qualified people."
Hentemann said he is confident
with the people he has selected for
the position. "I can list at least three
qualifications for each of the people
I selected," said Hentemann.
The Senate will approve the

Hentemann, who doesn't foresee
any problems.

The only problem Hentemann
has had with selections thus far is the
Director of Women's Issues
selection. His selection, Karen
O'Malley, declined the position.
O'Malley, who applied for the
Vice-President of Women's Issues,
said she could do more for women's
issues outside of UGBC.
Hentemann said the position will
be left open until he has had a
chance to talk to the new Vice
President for Women's Issues, Leslie
Cascone.
The Vice President for AHANA

We Have The Keys
To Your Next
Apartment!

?

?

Act Now and we'll show you the
largest selection of great apartments at fair rates.
We specialize in student rentals
and charge low fees

CALL NOW: 254-8117

Tbll&lsenbei£

REALTY O

1577 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BRIGHTON, MA 02135

affairs has yet to be selected as well,
said Hentemann. The AHANA
caucus will meet this Thursday to
select their president who will, in
turn, select their vice-president, said

the Heights

past

Hentemann. This is different from
years in which the AHANA
president also served as the UGBC

positions to the Senate this year to
"expand and integrate" UGBC. This,

vice-president.
Hentemann also added some new

campaign platform to get more
people involved in UGBC.

he said, will accomplish his

1988 89 UGBC CABINET SELECTIONS
-

Vice President of Academics: Clarence E. Redd
Director of Academics: Doug Hicks
Faculty fellow Coordinator: Molly Duffy
Vice President of Communications: James E. Doherty
Director of Promotion: C. Michelle Chestnut, Jane Boyle
Director of Public Relations: Geoffrey C Mackey
Network Cordinator: Jaqueline Walsh
Vice President for Commuters: William W Boyd
Vice President of Finance: Tim Cronin
Director of Finance: Pat Moran
Director of Revenue: Molly McAtee
Vice President for International Students: Beth Higley
Vice President for Off Campus and Community Relations: Gretchen hieeg
Director of Off Campus and Community Relations: Ellen Nash
Vice President of Programming: Martha McLaughlin
Director of Programming: Rob Fernandez
Freshmen Orientation Coordinators: Thomas Wheelen, Jennifer Scholze

Lecture Series Coordinator: Rick Culliton
Pub Series Coordinator: Mary Clark Linbeck
Vice President of Student Services: Amy Anderson
Asst. Vice President of Student Services: P.J. Mazzetti
Director of Administrative Relations: David Caffrey
Director of Student Relations: Greg Varga
Student Rights Coordinator: Donald Cannava
Vice President of University Affairs: Greg Redmond
Representative to the Board of Trustees: Laura Shubilla
Vice President of Women's Issues: Leslie Cascone
Director of Women's Issues: unoccupied
Activities Funding Committee Chairperson: Hugh Dineen

Brookline, Coolidge Corner, 739-2707; Cambridge, Harvard Square, 547-6080; Somerville, Assembly Square Mall, 623-3150;
Newton, 156 Needham St., 969-0460; Marlboro, Rt. 20, 485-5339; Worcester, Caldor's Plaza, 853-2560.
Exam may be required. Professionalfees not included. Offer not valid vith other discounts or promotions. VISA/Mastercard and most health care plans accepted.
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Bratrude and Zovko new on ODSD staff
By ROBERT B. STACK
Heights Staff Writer

mainly to insure that students in
classes are not disturbed.
She said that the march was not
a big problem for her office to
handle; however, it is a good
example of the type of work she will
be doing in her new position. There
were a number of groups involved
in that project, and as their official
university attendant, her presence
offered march coordinators access to
an official intermediary.
Gina Bratrude, like Zovko, was
also enormously involved in affairs
at her alma mater, Michigan State,

There are two new faces in the
Office of the Dean of Student
Development. Gina Bratrude is the
new budget manager for Student
Affairs, handling a treasury of
approximately $370,000 and Mer
Zovko is the newest addition to the
six member staff of assistant deans
of student development.
Both women came to BC at the
end of last semester and are
continuing the type of work that they
have been involved with since their
college days.
Zovko attended Ithaca College in
New York where she studied
counselling. That major, she said,
was a result of that school's creative
majors program where students
work out the curriculum for
specialized majors themselves. As
an RA, Zovko got her initial
experience with working with
student life. The combination of her
counselling skills and experience
led her to George Washington
University in Washington, D.C.
where she was a counselor for
student life. From there she moved
on to Boston University where she
again held counseling positions for
four and a half years.
As Assistant Dean for Student
Development, Zovko will again be
using her coordinating and
counseling skills to work with the
more than 100 of the University's
non-funded campus groups and
organizations. A recent example of
some of the duties she performs is
her input into the "Take Back the
Night March" which occurred three
weeks ago.
Zovko met with some of the
march's sponsors to inform them of
the university's guidelines for
demonstration activity designed

women speak with pride aboutwhat
they were doing and who they are.
Both are quick to point out that
although they have busy schedules,
they enjoy interacting with the
student body. Zovko even
commented that since she was
unable to visit everyone on campus,
she welcomes visitors to her office.
These subtle attributes will in all
likelihood be a better measure for
the insurance of their success than
their particular skills.
Zovko, for instance, will meet with
anyone from senior week officials to
the head of the Society for Creative

which mirror her present day
responsibilities at BC.
As a university events programmer
she handled events like a 1983
speech by Abbie Hoffman which
turned out to be a "powerpack"
event for the school. Bratrude also
points out that the lecture made a
profit. Making sure money goes to
the right places is what she will be
doing here at BC.
The first aspect that a visitor on the
the first floor of the ODSD office will
notice about these women is their
enormous enthusiasm. The two

glad to be back in the academic life.
One of her ambitions includes
pursuing a master's degree in
education. She said that the
academic world is where she feels
most comfortable and would most
like be.
The projects she encounters in an
academic environment are
inevitably more human scale. As a
financial advisor to the more than
one hundred non-funded groups
that exist on the campus, she
motivates and directs groups that are
in need of money. The answers to
financial woes can be anything from
Anacronism.
having a bake sale to hiring a famous
Having worked for Data General speaker.
in the area of marketing and
When asked what plans were top
computer specialties previous to
coming to BC, Bratrude says she is
Future, page 15

The Faculty Fellow Program
is looking for a
Student Coordinator
This is a work-study or non-work study

position.

10-20 hours per week.
The purpose of the Faculty Fellow Program is to foster interaction between
students and faculty. Participating faculty and administrators work with
:.e Resident Assistant Staff to program events for freshmen. The student
coordinator >s the catalyst for these informal interactions by
recruiting new participants, coordinating and communicating various
events.

Responsibilities:

The position entails returning to campus 10 days to 2 weeks before the start
of classes. Pick up an application and arrange an interview at the Office of
Student Affairs, Donaldson Flouse on College Road. Application deadline
is May Ist.

Gina Bratrude and Mer Zovko are new members of the ODSD staff

?

Coordinate the activities of the participants.
Work closely with the Resident Assistant Staff.
Recruit new participants.
Publish a biweekly newsletter.
Coordinate a two-day August orientation.
Publish a Faculty Fellow Yearbook.
Program four events per semester.
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Sister who?

Heights

BC bOp! independent
activities that are in conflict with the

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a letter
written by Acting Director Joseph
Casey of The BC Marching Band.
Upon reading his letter I found
myself confronted with a strange
implication, namely, that BC bOp!
(of which I am a member) and the
BC band are somehow related.
Since its inception in Nov. 1988, BC
bOp! has strived to attain musical
excellence while remaining entirely
student run. Whether or not Mr.
Casey's reference to BC bOp! was a
conscious implication that we are
affiliated with the BC Band is not the
issue here. Rather, my concern is that
the Boston College Community is
aware that BC bOp! is and
independent organization. In fact, it
seems strange that Mr. Casey would
even mention BC bOp! when listing

marching band during the second
semester. For one thing there is only
one musician in BC bOp! who is
also a member of the BC Band
(while almost 50 percent of our
members were former BC Band
members);and, secondly, BC bOp!
a
two-semester
is
organization why would it not
conflict with marching band
activities during the first semester as
well? I hope I have cleared up any
confusion that may have existed
regarding a possible correlation
between BC bOp! and the BC Band
and I welcoem all of you to attend
BC bOp's Spring Concert on MAy
2nd in Robsham Theatre. Thank you
for your time.
?

Patrick B.

Hurley

A&S '90

Poisoned predicament

Many seniors have expressed discontent in the choice of this year's
graduation speaker. Most have said they wished to see someone famous,
and instead, the University chose someone relatively unknown.
Sister Thea Bowman may be unknown, but she is a captivating and
inspirational speaker who will bring her ideas on intercultural awareness
to a campus that is in need of more interracial knowledge. She has spent
her life trying to spread a new black evangelical gospel and has attempted
to communicate the message that people are gifted and that intercultural
unity benefits education as well as life. She is a powerful speaker and has
committed her life to community service and education. In this sense,
a
she
is a perfect speaker for
Jesuit institution.

Students should listen to her speech with an open mind, rather than
complain about her not being a big name. She will say much more about
issues that need to be addressed at a graduation than some famed politician
or actor, who will speak only about the woes of getting ahead in the "real
world."

The administration, however, should get more student input in the
process of finding and choosing a speaker. Although Bowman will be a
good speaker, the University did not consult the students nor did they
plan early in order to find a speaker that would please the students.
University Secretary Fr. Joseph P. Duffy said he hopes to start the 1990
selection process in September in order to find prominent speakers. It is
important that the process is begun that early, and that students have a
voice in the decision.
The administration can gather student input through polls and through
committees which have student representatives. The seniors should have
a say in who they have for a graduation speaker. If the administration begins
the search early enough, the students can be informed of the options
available and can decide, through a vote or a survey, who they want to
hear at their last event as a Boston College student.

Jesse Jackson: Attendance mandatory
Jesse Jackson will speak in Conte Forum in

the

an attempt to heighten

interracial awareness this week. His lecture is at 2:00 pm on Wednesday,
April 26. This time may be problematic considering student class schedules.
However, faculty should encourage and allow their students to attend this
lecture.
The lecture will address issues directly related to the racial tension present
on the BC campus. The knowledge gained from the lecture and ensuing
questions will be as educational as the classes that students may miss in
order to attend.
Jackson is a powerful speaker. He will stimulate students intellectually
and emotionally and he will inspire dialogue that will effect change at
this University. His fee of $12,500 is money well spent, and will be one
of the most important lectures BC has experienced in years.
Jesus Rosa, Vice President of AH ANA issues and President of the AHANA
Caucus, David Caprio, Jay Prabhu, Chris Hentemann, Vice President of
Programming, and President Matt Pye all deserve a pat on the back for
contracting Jackson to speak here. The lecti'.e will open doors for
programming next year, and encourage other prominent speakers to come
to BC, as well as garner respect for BC from the surrounding community.

To the Editor:
I am writing in regards to a recent
incident involving Boston College
Dining Services. Not too long ago,

I had the misfortune of being
plagued by food poisoning. The
source of the poisoning, as
diagnosed by the doctor at the
Infirmary, was something that I had
Eaten in McElroy's Deli. Needless to
say, I was subject to some
discomfort, as those of you who may
have had this ailment may know. I
literally had to place a chair next to
the bathroom, and sit there, waiting.
I was completely at the mercy of my
stomach. For several hours I was
vomiting uncontrollably.
For over a year and a half, I have
been eating BC's fine cuisine. Some
of you may not agree with my choice
of adjectives to describe the food
here at BC. Well, frankly I am not so
enchanted with it either. The

incident I made reference to above,
occured in one of the most recent
modifications to BC's food services.
Granted, I do take favor to the new
editions in McElroy, the Cafe and
Deli, but I have lost some trust in
them. As for the other dining areas
on campus, they could use
improvements as far as food quality
is cocnerned, to say the least.
Students at this school pay a large
sum of money for the BC
experience, and I just think that food
services could improve their quality,
so that illness, as a result of eating
at a dining hall, isn't part of that
experience. I don't make many
demands of my school, but at the
very least, all I ask for is fresh food.

George L. Balboa, A&S '91

Suggestions to Senate
To the Editor:
Thank you to all the students who
voted in the recent UGBC Senate
elections. While campaigning for

UGBC Senate I asked students

to

express any suggestions or gripes
they had about Boston College. I
talked to over 400 students. I want
everyone to see some of the best

ideas students I heard. I hope the
elected senatorswill take these ideas
seriously and do their best to
implement the ones they feel
worthy. Some of the ideas were:

-reduce prices in the grocery stores
to the price of items in most stores.
-reduce the prices in the cafeterias.
-wire The Club and The Ratt with
cable so students could watch away
games.
-run the buses later on weekends
-make the buses run as scheduled.

-dramatically increase the quality
and area covered by the escort
service.

-provide more parking places for
visting friends and guests of
students.
-provide more lighting on campus
-increase the hours of food service and ensuring existing ones always
work.
on weekends.
-offer some type of food service over -lock all doors but one of a dorm
Easter vacation, there is none.
after dark to increase security.
-place vending machines in all -ensure that RA's implement quiet
hours.
dorms
-place cigarette machines on -provide an entire week ot
homecoming activities.
campus.
-account for why the bookstore pays -address the lack of association
between different classes.
so little for used books which it sells
-provide a social place for students
at much higher prices.
under 21.
-account for why students receive
-make it easierfor students who are
plan
only 50 percent of their meal
at
end
of
the
not work study to get a job.
year.
the
money back
-possibly hold extra money on ID -change the standing of 'clubs' like
crew to teams so they use varsity
cards over from year to year.
equipment,
the
of
a
new
ID
etc...
price
getting
-lower
-provide water fountains in dorms.
card.
-provide at least one week near the -increase activities and association
end of the year when student can between faculty and students.
Only a few suggestions were given
use their ID's in the bookstore.
directly concerning the senate. It
-set a student's tuition as constant for
all four years, only the tuition of needs to:
-always follow through once a bill is
incoming students could be
proposed.
increased.
-place a copier in O'Connell House -take an active role in programming,
especially for small events.
-build a sidewalk to O'Connell
Some of these ideas are obviously
laundry
House
room.
-place change machines around mor practical than others, but they
all deserve consideration. !t vou are
campus which give only quarters as
behind any of these ideas, please
change.
-inform the students more about take the time to tell your senator.
organization activities, possibly
Thomas D. Bremner
through an effective newsletter.
-develop an effective central
publishing agency to inform
students of all school and club
activities.
-provide some type of grocery store
Submit your puzzles

Crossword

Puzzle-makers
needed

on upper campus.

to McElroy

113
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BC is not sympathetic to student's grief
To the Editor:

1988, my
Todd Moran,
died in a tragic automobile accident.
Since that time I have received much
support and help from my friends
and from Todd's family. I have also
seen the BC Band, SFYV, and UCBC
lend us support. Until this time I
have been relatively quiet as to my
feelings on how the Boston College
administration has treated my
freinds and me. The time has come
for me to speak out on the extreme
insensitivity that I have seen this
so-called Catholic institution bestow
on myself and my friends.
It started several days after Todd's
funeral when I had my roommate
)on call the Housing Office to tell
them that under no circumstances
did I or any of my roommates want
someone to take Todd's place in our
Mod. Most people I spoke to said
that the call would be unnecessary
since they were sure that BC would
On December 29,

roommate and friend,

never try to give me a new
roommate in my last semester at this

fine Jesuit school. Of course I knew
better and had Jon make the call as
I did not want to deal with talking
to Housing at the time. Several days
later Jon informed me that a woman
in the Housing Office told him that
they were aware of the situation and
that they would give us a few weeks
to "get used to it" before they would
place someone new in our Mod!
Who would this new person be? A

juniortransfer student! Needless to
say I was outraged at this blatant
display of insensitivity. I suppose
they believed they were being
generous by giving me a few weeks
to mourn the the loss of my friend
before they threw me together with
a stranger. To voice my anger and
plead my case, I sent a letter to Mr.
Capalbo, the Housing Director.

When I returned to school I learned
that my letter had gone unread. In
speaking to Mr. Capalbo he told me,
and I quote, "this may sound cold
to you, but we need the bed." Cold?
No, that was downright bone
chilling. Didn't anyone care that my
friend of 4 years and roommate of
2 had died only several weeks ago?
Is a bed so much more important
than a relationship that is quickly
and brutally severed? I am, however,
happy to report that I never did get
a new roommate. So why am I
whining, you might ask yourself.
Well, the reason why I didn't get a
new roommate was because we
refused to let BC walk on us so we
put up a fight. This struggle was
stupid and senseless and came at a
time when we needed support and
understanding, not a battle with the
administration.
Since our battle with Housing I
have continually seen BC turn its
back on us and our attempts to keep
Todd's memory alive. Most recently,
I have seen his girlfriend spoken to
rudely by Jesuit administrators who
"didn't have the time" to help her

Student behavior poor
To the Editor:

I recently brought several family
members and friends (including my
three-year old daughter) to the Conte
Forum for the Boston CollegeGeorgetown basketball game and,
as an alumnus, was embarrassed by
the frequent, and not-so-clever,
chanting of abusive obscenities by
certain fans. An enthusiastic and
loud student body is inspiring and
undoubtedly contributes to the success of the team. However, the
abusive refrains that I witnessed go
beyond appropriate behavior and,
quite simply, make the student body
appear ignorant and void of dignity. Some people may think that being offended by a few obscene
verses merely reflects a prudish, Victorian sensibility. However, what is
offensive in the chanting is not the
obscene language itself, but rather
the mean-spiritedness, crudeness

and absence of good sportsmanship
that it reflects.
It should be kept in mind by those
persons who express themselves in
such a manner, and by those who
condone it by doing nothing, that
such behavior has a cost to the
reputation and image of Boston College. As an example, the group that
I brought to the Forum included
graduates from Harvard, MIT, Simmons, Smith, and Wellesley and
each of them made an unflattering
remark about the BC students'
obscene chanting.
Mature students and other
members of the Boston College
community need to speak up and
discourage this and other behavior
that runs counter to the most fundamental values of Boston College.
Gregory G. Crowley, Esq.
1978 A&S Alumnus

Housing Office unfair
To the Editor:
Recently while inspecting the
Mods, the BC Housing Office told
my roommates and I that we owed
800 dollars for a new carpet on our
first floor. This was stated to us
immediately
their
upon
unwelcomed visit.
My complaint is this, first of all the
rug, with installation costs cannot be
worth anything near 800 dollars and
instead of paying such an
exhorbitant fee for replacement of
the rug why could't we instead pay
to have it cleaned. This would cost

Editorials are the view
of the nine member
Editorial Board and
are written by the

Editor-in-Chief.
Commentaries,

Letters to the Editor
and Reviews are the
view of the author of
the article and do not

;

necessarily

represent

the opinion of The
Heights, Inc.

less and be much easier for both
parties involved. I know that the
carpet would not be as good as a
new one, but it is ridiculous for the
Housing Office to expect the dorm
to be in perfect condition at the end
of the year, especially when it is
senior housing. I urge BC Housing
to rethink its process of dorm
reparation and to consider
alternative solutions to this
reoccuring problem. What will
happen next year? Will they replace
the rug once again? This does not
seem at all logical to me. The fact
that these costs have the opportunity
of recurring over and over again is
ludicrous. We live in college
housing, not the White House, I do
not think there is a need to replace
the carpets year after year merely
because they have been soiled. My
roommates and I had planned to
rent a steam cleaner, but in light of
the Housing Office's visit, we are not
so sure it woula be worth our efforts.
If we are to pay the stated 800
dollars, I plan to come back next
year and see that the money has
been spent on what it was meant
for
a new carpet. It appears to me
that somebody is making a tidy
profit here, namely the BC Housing
Office.
?

Chris Doucet, A&S '90

plan an honorary degree presentation to Todd at our graduation.
This brings me to our latest battle.

The school has agreed to present
Todd's parents with an honorary
degree on May 22, but only at the
A&S ceremony. I am in SOM, some
of our friends are SOE, and others
would not be included in the
portion of the A&S ceremony that is
relevant to Todd since A&S is divided
by alphabet for graduation. I would
like to see Todd's parents presented
with Todd's degree but as of now this

will not be possible. I am also sure
that many of you are aware that
another senior died this semester,
Theresa "Tabby" Baldisserotto, and
I think it would be a nice tribute to
Todd and Tabby for the entire class
of 1989 to witness their degree
presentations at the general
graduation in Alumni Stadium. As
of now we have been told that this
isn't possible since the programs for
graduation have already been
scheduled and printed. I don't give
a damn, BC! We deserve to see our

friend's parents presented with
honorary degrees. You may be able
to pretend that they have not died,
but we cannot. I was brought up to
believe that a Catholic education
and society was built around love,
understanding, and compassion for
others. From what I have seen, BC
defines Catholic as insensitive, rude,
and money-hungry.

Marc J. Cote, SOM '89

Petition outcome worthless
To the Editor:

repeatedly harassed, 12 senators did
the consequences of their
actions and cracked the cover of
Pandora's box?from
which
MassPIRG has already oozed.
When I was a Senator on the
Finance Committee, PIRG said all or
nothing. And they have not
changed. Through Haggerty had
endorsed the "spirit" of the
"compromise" resolution and thinks
it is nice, he has no intention of
accepting the $26,000. As he said in
the paper, and more adamantly in
the Senate meeting, he will try for
more and he will not stop until he
gets it. He is as parasitic as his blood
sucking,
money-hungry,
self-righteous organization.
not survey

There has rarely been a time in my
life when I have been so thoroughly
frustrated, annoyed and disgusted
that I have not been able to channel
and organize my thoughts into a
coherent position. This is one of
those times. Where to begin is a
tremendous dilemma. Trying to
decide which is the greatesttravesty,
what happened at the last Senate
meeting or The Heights slightly less
than unbiased presentation ofwhat
happened, is the root of this
"Catch-22" situation.
To begin, the Senate, in regards to
MassPIRG, "dissolved the petition
the
agreement, invalidated
signatures, and nullified the results."
I know this because it was my
motion and it was seconded seven
times by seven different senators.
We as a Senate, 14-9, decided that
the petition had been so blatantly,
repeatedly, and seriously violated
that the results were unaccountable
and unreliable. Accordingly, we
stood up for ourselves, and for our
part of the agreement, and said,
"No! We do not accept this."
Now, if you are a Heights, you
think there is chaos over the
situation at this time. If anything, the
chaos was caused by Ackerman,
Ashline, and Redmond and their
resolution endorsing the petition.
Why does this endorsement cause
chaos? Because the resolution these
three submitted endorsed "the
spirit" and theresults of the petition
that we (the Senate) deemed invalid.
They said in essence: We support
what has been destroyed and
invalidated-We support that which
no longer exits. Now it's up to Chris
Hentemann.
Talk about a pathetic, spineless
pass of the buck.
Mr. Lucente referred to this as a
"courageous stand." I question his
terminology. How can it be
"courageous" when it dories all
logical explanation and when at
least one of the members of this trio,
Jeff Ackerman, had a vested interest
in the outcome in that he signed the
petition.

To Chris Hentemann and the new
Senate I have this to say: The
Compromise Was The Petition And
The Terms Of The Petition That Were
UNABASHEDLY VIOLATED BY
MassPIRG. How can they be trusted?
Why should they be trusted again?

Has not the 15 years of this
harassment been enough?
Don't fund MassPIRC. Don't even
negotiate or you are asking for the
same shameless tactics and fights
that weighed heavily in my decision
not to run for re-election to the
Senate.

To Tino Lucente, The Heights
Senate "reporter," and to The
Heights, I have to say that I was
outraged by the total lack of
impartiality in what was supposed
to be a news article-not an editorial.
However, I am sure that once I settle
down and think clearly, I will realize
that I was as wrong as you have tried
to make me out to be by not printing
my rebuttal to your charges and by
misquoting me both in and out of
context all year long.
But I doubt it.
Richard H. Girard
Former Chairman of the

Senate Legislative and Executive
Review Committee

Model UN gives insight
To the Editor:
As two of the fifteen Boston College delegates who recently went to
Harvard National Model United Nations, we feel it was an experience
that should be shared with the rest
of the Boston College community.

On the weekend of February 16-19

over 100 universities from across the

United States and Canada gathered

at the Copley Marriot Hotel to

simulate a session of the United Nations. Our delegation represented
Colombia. The BC delegation spent
three months researching the issues,
fine-tuning its speaking ability and
learning the art of negotiation and
compromise. A wide range of topics
was discussed in each of the fifteen
committees. A BC delegate
represented Colombia's position in
each committee.
The challenge of representing not
only a foreign government's positions, but a foreign culture, proved
difficult. The BC delegation rose to
the occasion, receiving much acclaim on its performance. This exceptional performance was
highlighted by two individual
delegate awards of outstanding

achievement being won by BC
students. The success of the 1989 BC
delegation means that next year's
group will face greaterrespect and
expectations from the other participating universities.
BC's success was attained despite
high odds. Many other participating
schools had preparatory classes
and/or faculty advisors BC had
neither. Moreover, funding was hard
to come by. If not for the efforts of
junior Pat Moran, the BC delegation
would never have been formed. The
easiest part of Pat's job as delegation
choosing
head
was
and
organizing? it was collecting the
necessary money that proved to be
most difficult. We commend the
monetary support from Father
Neenan, SJ, Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, Mike Wirin and
the Activities Funding Committee,
and UGBC. Without their help this
event would not have been possible.
Pat Moran and the entire BC
delegation's dedication towards success has paid dividends that will
continue into next year and the
future.
Kristin Aiello, A&S '89
Mike Farber, A&S '89
?

What it was was stupid. For not
only did it send the most ridiculous,
confused message to Hentemann,
but it also "dashed to bits" the
respectability of the Senate; a Senate
which has now set precedentfor not
being willing to enforce its own
agreements; not being able to stand
up, as a body, for itself; and a Senate
of either moving it to a larger room
thst will not be able to assert itself To the Editor:
with more equipment or creating
again because of its now proven
clueless "Well, it's okay" attitude.
I applaud the efforts on behalf of several small rooms (about the size
With the 14-9 vote disbanding the Boston College for taking action on of the exsisiting one) in dorms that
petition, we told MassPIRG that we a much needed facility here at have available space. Most students
have had enough of their Boston College a weight room for prefer to use the free weights over
debauchery. We also sent a clear the student body. It has proven to be something like nautilus or universal,
message to Chris Hentemann. What a great success, in fact, maybe even therefore, BC should concentrate on
we did nothing short of stuffing too much of a success. The weight putting in an appropriate free weight
MassPIRG back into Pandora's Box room is open to all students on system that all students have the right
campus, and in many instances it to use. It is obvious that the interest
and slamming the lid shut.
seems that at some times during the is there, and maybe with a little
they
Unfortunately, either because
were afraid of their first decisive day every student on campus is in planning, a larger weight room for
stand on the issue or because they working out or waiting in line to the student body could become a
enjoyed watching the violations pile work out. Because of the great reality.
Steve Sullivan, A&S '90
no as their constituents were success, the next step should be one

Weight room works out
-

Angry, Annoyed, Agitated?
Fire off a Letter to the Editor! Letters can be mailed to or dropped of in
McElroy 113. Writers must include their name and phone number. The
deadline for submissions is Thursday at 5 pm. Tell us what's wrong!
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liour college degree
has already started
to pay off.
College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any of these new Ford cars and trucks.

Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care
to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
We'll give you pre-approved credit and $400 cash back to be
used as a downpayment on one of the new Ford cars or trucks
featured below. Other purchase incentives may also be available.
But you must take delivery by Dec. 31.
To qualify, you must earn a bachelor's degree from a four-year
college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. 1,1988 and Jan. 1,1990.
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value
of an education.
See your New England Ford Dealer for details. For more
information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
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Faculty gather to discuss feminist studies
By KAREN A. BROPHY

Heights Editor-in-Chief
Students and faculty gathered to
discuss the role of women's studies
in academic circles, as well as at the
graduate and undergraduate level,
last Wednesday in McGuinn.
Three male faculty gave brief
presentations reflecting on current
work relating to the issue of
feminism or gender relations.
James Wallace, Professor of
English and involved with Women's
Studies, spoke about how the
inclusion of women's studies in his
graduate level course opened a

whole new field of study which he
wished to pursue.
Wallace's work encompasses
several female writers as well as an
emphasis on James Fenimore
Cooper.

Wallace said since he began
pursuing the study of women in

literature, he has been confronted by
different and drastically
opposing reactions. The first is one
of suspicion, said Wallace. He said
he had to assure people that his
interest in women was valid, and he
was not "cashing in" on something
two

new.

The other reaction was one of
disdain, said Wallace. This reaction

Two BC students get
Truman Scholarship
The Harry S. Truman Scholarship
Foundation has announced that two
Boston College sophomores, David
A. Cohen and Stephen J. Haggerty
have been awarded Truman
Scholarships in the nationwide 1989
competition.

These scholarships which are
named for the late president, Harry
S. Truman, are designed to
encourage and support college
study for young men and women
whi have outstanding potential for
leadership in government and
related public service. Each
scholarship provides up to $7000
annually to pay for tuition, books,
and fees for junior and senior year.
Mr. Cohen and Mr. Haggerty are
two of only 92 Truman scholars from
across the United States this year and
will be honored with the other
scholarship winners at the 1989
Awards Ceremony to be held May 7,
1989, at the Harry S. Truman Library
in IndependenceMO.
Mr. Cohen is an Economics major
from Damariscotta, Maine and
came to Boston College from
Lincoln Academy in Newcastle,
Maine. In high school he was a
leader/facilitator on the Drug

Awareness Team, participated on the
varsity tennis and cross country
teams, elected a Senator to the
Maine Boys' State. At Boston College
he has worked in the Dole" for
President campaign, is an Advocate
in the Undergraduate Government,
and holds a work study position in

was exemplified when he gave a
paper on Cooper and was blasted by
the Dean of Cooper Studies, James

Franklin Beard for including his
insights on women in his paper, said
Wallace.
The second speaker, Kevin

O'Neill, a History Professor arid

involved in the Irish Studies
Program, said that in his career as
a historian, he has just recently
developed a greater interest in
women in history. He said that
feminism gives to all historians a
different set of questions, and the
answers to these questions will add
another dimension to the
understanding of our past.
Presently, O'Neill said he is using
a diary from an Irish woman in the
late 1700's to gain another aspect on

Finally, one student asked if the
his readings, he confessed to being
socialized by parents into wanting structure of our society would need
a toy gun rather than a baby doll. He to be entirely uprooted in order for
also discussed the problems with the necessary changes to take place.
our language and our culture that
Senior Sandy Tarrant responded
hinder the development of
the system had not been
that
feminism.
Pfohl said he was not a feminist working, and people had been
but he responds to the questions of trying to change it for centuries. She
feminism, just as he is not a man of said she thought the system would
color but responds to the questions have to be replaced.
The forum was co-sponsored by
of a man of color.
During the discussion following the Women's Studies Department
Pfohl and UCBC Women's Issues.
presentations,
the

The Voix du Sang Ensemble presents:

An Acre of Night

College from Burncoat Senior High
School where he captained the
varsity baseball team and served on
the Superintendant's High School
Advisory Council of the Worcester
Public Schools. While at Boston
College Mr. Haggerty has been most
active with Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group and currently serves on MASSPIRG's
statewide Board of Directors. He has
also spearheaded the drive to
maintain and fund a MASSPIRG
chapter on the Boston College

written

and directed by

Stacia Pappas

Gasson 305
Thursday, April 27 at 8 pm
Friday, April 28 at 8 pm
Saturday, April 29 at Bpm
Tickets: $5.00 at the door

Campus.
Mr. Cohen and Mr. Haggerty jion
Truman ScholarTimothy Mulligan of
the class of 1990 who won his

the

Stephen Pfohl, a Sociology
Professor, discussed the problems
feminism faces in the post-modern
world and gave a series of brief
readings from a work in progress. In

acknowledged the problems of the
post-modern and feminism. Pfohl
said that the post-modern yearns for
something other than the self to
exist. However, women have not had
the chance to find their own
collective self, yet, said Pfohl.

?James Wallace

Massachusettswho came to Boston

in

period.

He said he had to assure people that his interest in women was valid,
and he was not "cashing in" on something new.

the O'Neill Library.
Mr. Haggerty is a Political Science
Worcester,
from
major

scholarship

the life of the Irish during this time

1988

competition.

The Bostonians

O'Connell House
Saturday, April 29 8:00pm
Tickets: $3 per person
at

Summer Your Future
Will Never Forget!
Need to get ahead (or catch up) on coursework?
#
Want to work toward a new career?
*
Lon 9 to earn something new and interesting?
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WE WILL PICK UP YOUR BELONGINGS AT YOUR DORM
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For a FREE Northeastern University Summer Schedule Guide, call 617-437-2400.
Or send this coupon to Northeastern University, University College, P.O. Box 154,
Boston, MA 02117-0154.
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This summer, Northeastern University offers nearly
700 part-time undergraduate classes in Business
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Administration, Liberal Arts, Health Professions
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and Sciences, Criminal Justice and Security, and
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Engineering Technology. Flexible part-time schedules
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UGBC raffle set for Wednesday Boston Optometric
Center
will give free vision
screening
from
10:00-3:00pm
Congratulations
Bill
Tuesday, April 25
Murphy
our new
Cushing
Lounge
Assistant News

The Commuter Committee of
UGBC will conduct a Street
Fair/Raffle on the Dustbowl on
Wednesday, April 26, 1989, to
benefit the MakeAWish Foundation
of Greater Boston.
The "Fair" will last from 11:00am
to 11:00pm, during which various
games will be set up, food and
drinks will be served, and a free
outdoor movie will be shown,
complete with popcorn.
Campus clubs will be present to
set up a table and/or conduct their
own recreational activity or exhibit.
The raffle is open to the entire BC
community, including students,
professors, and administrative
personnel.
Over 30 prizes will be distributed,
including a BC three-sport season
ticket, a weekend for two at the Tara
Hyannis, a free Triple A
membership, a deep sea fishing trip,

sporting equipment, and much
more.

Tickets will be sold all day on
Wednesday, April 26. Thye are also
available at the Commuter Office in
Lyon's basement.
Any club or campus organization
member who would like to be
involved is encouraged to contact
the Commuter Committee at X4937.
Widespread campus participation
is hoped for: the Make-A-Wish
Foundation, which grants "wishes"
to tragically ill children, is a worthy
cause and the prizes are significant.
All are invited to come out and
enjoy a relaxing day on the
Dustbowl.
The main purpose of the
Make-A-Wish Foundation is to grant
the favorite wish of children with
tragic life-threatening illnesses. It
strives to provide a wonderful,
carefree experiencefor a child and
lasting, positive memories for the

W
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ON THE
TOWN

entire family. During a time of
heart-wrenching turmoil for a family,
a "wish" provides a respite a time
of normalcy and fun.
The Make-AWish Foundation was
founded in 1980 as a non-profit
Arizona corporation.
?

Editor's Note: Submitted by Don
Cordell, Co-Chairperson of the BC
Commuter Committee.
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Students-it's time to give yourself credit with a
Bayßank Visa" Or MasterCard."
If you are at least 18 years old, you may apply for
a Bayßank Visa or MasterCard and receive a line of
credit up to $1,000.
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Heights Sports
'In lacrosse, the offense starts with the
attackmen...These three (Stenberg, Pascale,
and Bleakley) are as good as any we've seen
around here in a long time/
-BC head coach Ed Moy

BC's Line of Fire
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY

Heights Sports Editor
Stenberg, Pascale, Bleakley.
Boston College's line of fire.
All season long, a dark cloud has loomed over the BC men's lacrosse
team. With a 4 7 record following this weekend's 14 9 victory over the
University of Vermont, there hasn't been much to celebrate about for the
Eagles this season. Yet despite the team's struggles, BC's front line trio of
Bryan Stenberg, Chris Pascale, and Jim Bleakley has emerged as perhaps
the finest line of attackmen in recent BC lacrosse history.
"In lacrosse, the offense starts with the attackmen. In order to be
successful, you need three attackmen that can carry and pass the ball,"
said Boston College head coach Ed Moy last week. "These three (Stenberg,
Bleakley, and Pascale) are as good as any three we've seen around here
in a long time."
On the season, the trio has combined for amazing 65 percent of the teams
scoring, knocking home 59 out of the teams 90 total goals.
"It's ironic because these three players each do something different which
makes them so effective," said Moy. "Stenberg is the scorer. Pascale is the
quickest and probable the best athlete. And Bleakley is the smartest; he
knows the game the best."
Stenberg, a senior from Sudbury, MA has led the Eagles in scoring all
season long and before his amazing eight goal performance in the victory
over Vermont, was ranked ninth in the nation in scoring with 41 points.
"Brian is the kind of player who just has a lot of fun out there. But when
it is game time, he always comes to play," said teammate Bleakley. "He
can play with the best in the country on a game to game basis."
Yet despite his glossy set of personal statistics, (he also ranked 13th in
the nation in scoring as a junior) Stenberg has had the misfortune of playing
on four straight losing teams since he arrived at the Heights as a freshman.
"Sure it's frustrating after a while but you have to keep winning in
perspective," said Stenberg.
"We're all out here playing for fun and we're working hard, so you just
have to take losing in stride. Last season we couldn't even play with the
teams on our schedule, but this year has been different. We can play with
team's like Brown and Harvard for three quarters, but then we die down
the stretch. We just don't have the depth that the really good teams have,"
he added.
For Bleakley, a juniorout of Geneva, NY, getting used to losing is a lot
tougher since he transferred into BC this year after playing in a very successful
program at the Naval Academy. "It does get frustrating sometimes out there
but I think this program at BC is headed in the right direction," he said.
Line, continued to page 14
-

-

Maroon downs White, 22 -14
By

PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer

"I'm very pleased," was head

football coach Jack Bicknell's

of the annual Spring
Football Game, in which the
Maroon triumphed over the White
by a score of 22 -14.
The Maroon squad won the game
when sophomore kicker Keith (no,
not Brian) Lowe nailed a 27 yard field
goal with 2:19 left in the fourth
quarter to culminate a drive that
started on their own 20 yard line and
quarterbacked by sophomore
Roland Pritchett (6 for 8, 96 yards).
The drive was highlighted by a
21-yard grab by sophomore tight end
Mark Chmura at the 16 yard line,
setting up the field position for
Lowe's kick.
The Lowe field goal was an answer
to sophomore fullback Kevin Lyles'
one-yard touchdown run on fourth
and goal, giving White a temporary
14 -13 lead.
assesment

Freshman quarterback Bill
Shaughnessy (3 for 6, 35 yards)
started the drive for the White
squad, and hit sophomore tailback
Mike Delwiche for a nice 23 yard
gain along the sidelines.
Shaughnessy was replaced by
senior Mike Power (2 for 9, 25 yards)
at the start of the fourth quarter, and
had a nifty 14-yard run down to the
five yard line on a quarterback draw.
First-half Maroon action saw
senior
(and
quarterback
newly-elected co-captain) Mark
Kamphaus (5 for 10, 79 yards) lead
his squad to a 7 0 on a 9-yard
-

touchdown pass to senior flanker
Marcus Cherry.
Cherry enjoyed a fine game,
making 6 receptions for 105,
including one 32-yard grab.
The impotent Eagle running game
was put into gear in the second
quarter as sophomore tailback Tim

the Maroon ahead.
Frager (10 carries for 37 yards) scored
on a run around the right end of the
line of scrimmage for a two-yard
to put

score.

Third quarter action saw
Kamphaus score on a 9-yard keeper

Maroon, continued to page 14.

Baseball

Huskies sweep falling Eagles
By THOMAS BHISITKUL

Heights Staff Writer

Powerful Line- BC's line of fire Bleakley (17) and Stenberg (40)
above and Pascale below, have led the Eagles all season long.

Cherry Bomb- Marcus Cherry scored early

Stifled by an ace pitcher and
continued batting troubles resulted
in yet another doubleheader swept
out from under the talons of the BC
baeball team, this time at the hands
of Northeastern last Thursday at
Shea Field.
"We're in a slump," said a
dismayed Eagle head coach Moe
Maloney after seeing his team fall by
scores of 2-0 and 5-4 in thefirst and
second games respectively. "The
aggressiveness and intensity were
there but our hitting has been weak
lately."
In the first game, the hitting
problem can't be blamed so much
on the BC players so much as the
stellar pitching performance of
Huskie ace Russ Cormier who
exhibited high-eighty m.p.h.
fastballs for the many pro scouts in
attendance.
Going the full 7 innings, Cormier
allowed only 4 hits in his 2-0
shutout.
Offensively, the game was
essentially uneventful for the Eagles
who failed to establish any
significant scoring opportunities
until very late in the game. Finally,
in the bottom of the seventh inning,
they got a rally going with runners
at first and second. But with two
outs, Cormier fanned pinch hitter
Pete Northgraves to end the inning
and preserve his shutout.
Defensively, the Eagles were a
little more impressive. Pitcher Dan
Connelly (1-1) went the distance and

took the hard luck loss despite
giving up only two runs on six hits.
The Huskies first run came in the
top of the third inning when
Connelly allowed a double which
bounced off the center field wall.
Then, a single to shallow right sent
the runner home from second and
the inning ended with the Eagles
trailing 1-0.
A solo home run in the top of the
fourth made the score 2-0 and
sealed the victory for the Huskies.
The second game saw an inspiring
come-from-behind rally in the top of
the fifth get snatched away by a
Northeastern counter rally in the
bottom
of
that
inning.
The Huskies had taken an early
lead in the second when two
consecutive J.J. lovino errors,
followed by a single off BC pitcher
Dave Dawson, loaded the bases
with no outs. A sacrifice fly scored
one runner and a single to shallow
left scored another as Northeastern
went up 2-0 with one out. A well
executed double play by the Eagles
ended the inning, saving any further
damage.
The Eagles first big scoring
opportunity came in the top of the
fourth when catcher Kevin Connelly
singled and Greg Radachowsky
walked, putting runners on first and
second with one out. But a
spectacular catch
by the
Northeastern center fielder
prevented a Shawn Kennedy smash
to deep center from putting BC on
the board.

That was one of the best catches
I've seen all year," said an
incredulous coach Maloney. "When
people are catching balls like that
you know somethings wrong, that
things aren't going your way."
Another lucky grab of Tae Kim's hard
line drive to third ended the inning.
Finally, the Eagles' efforts began
to yield results as they exploded for
four runs in the top of the fifth. A
single by Brian McGourthy followed
by Marty Naughton double put
runners at second and third with one
out. McGourthy then scored from
third on a passed ball, making the
score 2-1 in favor of the Huskies. Tim
Logan walked to first before catcher
Kevin Connelly cranked a huge
three-run homer (His second of the
season) over the right-center wall,
putting BC in front 4-2. It took three
different pitchers to finally get the
Huskies out of the inning.
But the celebration was short lived
as Northeastern answered right back
with a rally of their own in the
bottom of thefifth. Two singles and
two doubles off Dawson gave the
Huskies three more runs which
would prove to be the deciding
factor in the Huskies' 5-4 victory.
Tom Casey took over for Dawson
in the bottom of the sixth with one
runner on base and retired three
straight batters, but BC failed to
produce anything in their last at bat
in the top of the seventh and came
away
with
the
loss.
"They got the big hits and we
didn't," concluded Maloney after
the game.
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Next fall who will be at the helm of the BC offense, Mark Kamphaus, Mike Power, or the surprising Willie Hicks

Outlook

Decisions, Decisions: QB quandary continues
By D. G. MURPHY
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

season's quarterback
has become this
season's quarterback controversy as
head coach Jack Bicknell is still
undecided as to which ofhis players
will be calling the signals in 1989.
The difference between this
season and last, however, is that
Bicknell is being torn in three wa<
instead of two. Not only are seniors
Mike Power and Mark Kamphaus
pressing Bicknell for the starting job,
but sophomore Willie Hicks has
arrived on the scene, also.
Last

controversy

"I really thought one guy would
emerge in spring practice," said

Bicknell. "But the problem is ;.,at
they all emerged. Each one of them
really improved their play."
The pressure on the quarterbacks
has not been as intense this year as
in the past because of the relatively
new defense that BC is lining up,
according to Bicknell. But he did
continue to note the ways in which

each quarterback has really shown
improvement.
"Power has been throwing the ball

really

well,

continued

to

Kamphaus

has

make the

great

decisions, and Willie Hicks has
probably come thefarthest but only
because he had the farthest to go,"
said Bicknell.
He also noted that Roland
Pritchett has shown lot of promise
this spring. "I'm just waiting for
Roland to come to me and tel me
he wants to play, either on offense
or defense. We can't afford to have
his talent sitting on the bench."
As far as his final decision goes,
Bicknell said that he will not make
that until the end of summer,
probably after the last scrimmage or
about 10 days before the September
9th game against Pittsburgh. But he
is pleased with the way that the
quarterback situation is developing.
"We've got two guys who have
proved they can start and play well,
a third guy who deserves every
consideration, and a fourth guy who
is pretty darn good," said Bicknell.

"I've never picked a quarterback in
the spring when the field has been
this competitive."
Even the individual performances
in the Spring Game will not have a
dramatic effect on Bicknell's overall
evaluation, he said. The game was
designed to put on a show and get
everyone into the game.
Since the turbulent Shawn
Halloran days, Power and Kamphaus
have been hardened to the ups and
downs of the quarterback position,
and they, too, realize that Bicknell's
decision will not be coming soon.
"It will be some time before we
know his decision," said Kamphaus.
"I don't even think about it. I just go
out every day and give it my all.
Referring to the health of the new
offensive line, Kamphaus said,
"There have been a lot of injuries
this spring and so we've really got
to get everybody together first to see
now it gels."
The effectiveness of that new
offensive line should have some
effect on the final call. "If we're
having trouble protecting the

passer," said Bicknell, "then
obviously we're going to go with the
most instinctive guy."
Willie Hicks may be that man.
"The guy who has been making the
most outstanding plays this Spring
has been Hicks," said Bicknell. "I
mean he has made me stop and
shake my head wondering how he
did what he did.
"But he made those plays on
naked bootlegs and other crazy stuff.
I can't make a decision to go with
a quarterback on those grounds."
"Whether it's a broken play or a
rudimentary seven-step drop-back,
I can make the play," said Hicks.
"I'm comfortable with the position
that I out myself in this spring
because I'm playing well and I'm
forcing Coach to make a decision.
"Making a play is a God-given
thing and I know I can make it," he
continued.
When asked about the pressure
that he is under to make this
decision, Bicknell replied, "I'm not
anxious to make that decision, I'm

just anxious to make the right
decision."
But BC is a passing team and there
are no two ways about that. They are
going to have to throw the ball and
throw it well if they are to be
competitive.

It's up to Jack...
With this on his mind, especially
after last season's milieu, Bicknell
must know that his decision could
effect the tone of the entire season
next Fall.
Power, Kamphaus or Hicks?
That is the question.

Football

1989 captains declared
By

PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer

The annual spring ritual of

electing football captains for the
season took place last Friday, with
sth-year seniors Rico Labbe and

Mark Kamphaus receiving the most
amount of votesand named captains
for the 1989 season.
"I like it," stated Labbe, a
defensive back. "It's exciting, but the
role of the captain is just an
extension of the team. Everyone has
to be a leader in order for a team to
be successful."
"Being a team captain is an
honor," stated Labbe. "I was
surprised, but I've always tried to
lead by example."
Do both Labbe and Kamphaus
now have extra pressure to perform
now that they are captains?
According to head football coach

Jack Bicknell, "no, I don't think so.

They were elected captains for a lot
of reasons. For example, they both
took leadership roles over the
winter."
"It's also important to remember
that they were elected, not picked.
It's not a popularity contest,"
Bicknell added.
"As far as Mark (Kamphaus) is
concerned, it's a very positive thing.
It is not a quarterback vote,
however," stated Bicknell, referring
to the present quarterback dilemna.
Concerning the Labbe and
Kamphaus as a team, Bicknell stated
"I never know who's gonna be
elected. I'm not surprised [that it was

Labbe and Kamphaus], and I'm very
pleased."
For Labbe, the captain's role gives
him the opportunity to be more
vocal. "I've always been vocal. I can
now get the team pumped up. Ever
since my junior and senior years, I've
been yell in' to get the team goin',"

stated Labbe.
"The key for next season is to get
the team to play together, both the
offense and defense, to play as a
team," stated Labbe. "We want to
win. We want a national
championship. We don't want to
settle for a bowl. We've seen West
Virginia get there after a 4 7season,
so we can too."
"We'll do whatever it takes to
win," Labbe added.
\u25a1
Former Eagle captain Joe Wolf was
the 17th player selected in
yesterday's National Football League
Draft, taken by the Phoenix
Cardinals. Wolf was an outstanding
guard at the Heights, and will enjoy
the warm climate of Arizona.
-

Thanks to the over 325,000
fans who attended BC games
this season!!!!!!!

Students Don't forget to fill
out and turn in your
-

1989- 90 Student Ticket

Application
so you don't miss out on all
of the Eaqle Action
next season

Joe Wolf
Fellow former Eagle lineman
Doug Widell was the 40th player
selected.
Widell
was
a
second-round draft pick of the
Denver Broncos.

?Blue Chips of Boston College*

the
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'New' offensive line looks to gel together in '89
By MIKE DIMAURO

Heights Staff Writer
If an offensive lineman ever
attempted to apply for a Visa or
Mastercard, it's a safe assumption
that he would be denied. You see,

offensive linemen never seem to get
any

credit.

You can readily imagine the
following headline: Star Halfback's
50-Yard Run Leads Team To Victory."
But did you ever stop and think
about the guys up front who blew

O-line- Without Widell and Wolf, BC's offensive line will be a key ir> '89.

holes in the opposing line the
approximate size of Framingham to
aid the "star halfback?"
In terms of the upcoming season
for Boston College, the team's
offense will be as potent as the
offensive line is effective.
Gone are Joe Wolf and Dave
Wdell to the pros. Gone is left tackle
Jim Kwitchoff. That's a lot of bulk,
talent, and experience who will be
pulverizing people elsewhere. So,
where do the answers lie, coach
Bicknell?
"The offensive line is a concern
of mine, no question about it," said
the BC mentor. "Basically most of
thekids don't have their techniques
together yet. But they're learning."
For purposes of clarity, let's begin
in the center and work our way east
and west.
At center, fifth year seniors Brian
Schoenle and Bill Scavone get the
nod from Bicknell. Junior Mark
Anken returns to his guard position,
along with senior Mike Ratigan, and
junior Matt Metz. At the tackles, it's
senior Mike Bumpus, junior Mark

Kennedy,

Jovanovich.

and

junior

Mike

start at quarterback in the upcoming
campaign, but he knows full well

"I think Kennedy has a chance to that with the inexperienced line,
be good, and I think we're solid at whomever Bicknell chooses may
center with Schoenle and Scavone," find himself running for dear life
began Bicknell, "and then Anken is with alarming regularity.
"All of our quarterbacks (Power,
returning. We expect positive things
from Bumpus and Jovanovich, too. Kamphaus, Hicks, Pritchett) move
"But there I've only named six their feet well and can move pretty
guys. The other players like Metz well," Bicknell said. "We have to get
have great size and potential. I have our passing game going through the
guys to work with who are big and pass protection."
willing to learn. We just have to
Bicknell believes that run blocking
work on their feet and balance."
In the Maroon's 22-14 win over the won't be a problem, and that the
White in the spring game yesterday primary -concern is protecting his
at Alumni, the offensive line came quarterbacks.
"I've always believed that pass
under the scrutiny of many of the
is a science," Bicknell
protection
4,500 onlookers. And if the truth be
known, they didn't do a bad job at declared. "Run blocking isn't as
difficult to teach. Pass protection is
all.
"I can't say that I was pleased with more complicated, and that's what
the way the line played, but we had we have to try to teach them."
If the offensive line progresses
a few injuries and we were very
spread out," Bicknell said. "I well, then the Eagles will have little
thought the younger kids had a lot trouble scoring points. If they don't,
of pressure on them today, and they then the quarterback, whomever it
is, will see defensive linemen
responded pretty well."
Bicknell hasn't decided who will chasing him in his dreams.

Outlook

Quick defensive line should sting opponents
By MIKE DIMAURO

Heights Staff Writer
Brace yourselves, Eagle

football

fans, for the following tidbit of
information: next season's defensive
line isn't going to make anyone

forget about the Monsters of the
Midway. It'll be more like the Gnats
of Newton. And that suits coach Jack
Bicknell just fine.
"We've changed our defensive
scheme somewhat," said Bicknell
after the spring game yesterday.

Faster not Bigger- The defensive line will

stress

quickness.

Lax club emerges
in 1st season
By

BOB LLEWELLYN

In its first season, the Boston
College Lacrosse Club has jumped
out to a 2-0-1 record. Although this
is a newly formed organization, the
club has been able to progress
rapidly during the last two months'
of playing.
In January the club had its first
meeting, in which only a few
students attended. In three months
the roster has soared to 40 members.
They have representitives from each
class, with the majority of players
being freshman and sophomores.
In the club's first game they played
a well-organized and solid Gordon
College team. Although this was
their opening game, the BC club

played hard in what turned out to be
a tough game ending in a 4-4 tie.
The next two victories were over
Merrimack College's JV team.
Scores of 10-3 and 15-9 were
registered. With two games
remaining on their schedule, the
club is hoping to remain

undefeated.

Bob Llewellyn, president of the
Lacrosse club, feels that many
obstacles were needed to be
overcome to create a successful first
year. Although Boston College has

"We're not real big, nor are we as
physical as before. But we're a lot
more aggressive."
Yesterday during the Maroon's
22V14 victory over the White, there
was a whole lotta hittin' goin' on.
And it began and ended with the
defensive front.
Take, for example, tackle Jim
Biesteks assault upon poor Mark
Kamphaus. With 8:29 left in the
third, Biestek roared up the middle
and chased the co-captain out of the
pocket. He proceeded to catch
Kamphaus, and drive him into the
Alumni Stadium turf.
Biestek weighs 250 pounds. Huge
by most standards. Small for a big
time college football defensive
tackle. Remember, though, what
they lack in size, they compensate
for with speed.
"Biestekbeat a few of the younger
linemen with his savvy and skill,"
Bicknell commented. "That's how
we'll be effective."
Fifth year senior noseguard
(whew) Chris Gildea and fifth year
senior tackle Peter Gray were

injured, and did not play yesterday.
With the emphasis on speed and
They figure to start, along with aggressiveness, BC will take a
noseguard Andy Klare, and Dave different look up front next season.
Moore who will see quality action. There are no more John Bosas or
Mix in Biestek, and sophomores Mike Ruths. Eric Lindstrom has
Mike Marinaro, Dan Britten, and Jon graduated, along with Mark Murphy.
Stolberg, and the makings for a A different look indeed.
decent line are there.
"We won't be dominating up
"Marinaro, Stolberg, and Britten front, I'm pretty sure of that,"
have each had a good spring," Bicknell said. "Guys like Bosa and
Bicknell said. "When you add them Ruth were very physical. We'll be
with the more experienced players, quicker and more aggressive, I
I think we'll be fairly good up front. guarantee that."
We've hit hard and played well all
spring."
Bicknell assured that he stressed
defense in yesterday's game. He had
It is quite possible, however, that to like what he saw.
the strength up front rests in ends
"We didn't want a 45-25 gameout
Ivan Caesar and Kevin Pearson. Both there," Bicknell said. "Defense even
of them have been hampered with dominated our last scrimmage. I
injuries throughout their BC careers, think it's important in the spring to
and hope to stay healthy in the fall. stress defense."
If yesterday was any indication of
When opposing teams succumb
their play, the opposing offenses are to the BC pressure in the fall, they'll
in trouble. Big trouble.
probably feel like they've been
"We have a lot of talent in Pearson beaten to death by angry
and Caesar," Bicknell said. "With mosquitoes. And we all know how
them healthy, our defense becomes annoying mosquitoes can be, don't
that much better."
we?

helped with some money, it still left
them far short of their needs.
"The expenses are much more
than we had hoped. At $150 a home
game for referees, our budget
remains tight," noted Llewellyn.
Many members feel that the lack
of support from various parts of
Boston College has been tough on
the club.
"Getting field space was
time-consuming, but when BC says
they will line thefield and when one
hour before the game nothing is
done, you begin to get nervous.
Before both home games we've had
to line the field ourselves and delay
the game so we could finish what
was already supposed to be done,"
said junior goalie Tom Von Jess.
Despite the problems, the team
remains optimistic.
In next year's season the team
hopes to expand its schedule and
hire a coach. They want to become
a permanent club at Boston College
and earn the respect they deserve.
With the interest of lacrosse growing

all the time, the future of the Boston
College lacrosse club looks bright.

Rugby Beanpot- Over the weekend, the Rugby Beanpot Tournament took place at Harvard. BC's A' team
finished third while the 'B' squad won their tournament over Harvard, BU, and Northeastern.
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Eagle Droppings....

Crew club explodes into Spring
By TIM MULDOON

Hockey Awards:
The annual Pike's Peak Award's Dinner was held on
the vacated floor of the Conte Forum on Saturday, April
8 to recognize the accomplishments of the hockey
program this year. Over 250 supporters of Boston College
hockey were on hand to celebrate the Eagles tremendous
season in 1988-89. Apart from the general plaudits given
to the team, special individual awards were given to the
following players:
Most Valuable Player: David Littman and Tim Sweeney
Most Improved Player: Shawn Kennedy
Coach's Award: Jeff Walker
Snook's Kelley Award: David Buckley

the Weights

heavyweight crew also won their
race.

loss. We had a little trouble with our
timing and our balance."

The following Saturday, April 22,
The lightweight boat rejoined the
The Boston College Crew Club the men's lightweights raced in a
exploded out of their winter training borrowed boat against Harvard and team after their morning race and
gained revenge for BC. They beat
season in fine form last Sunday, April ended up losing a tough race.
Lowell
and UConn by two boat
16, when they travelled to Coventry,
with
the
rest
They
lengths.
then
travelled
Connecticut for theirfirst races of the
of the team up to the University of
The team now looks forward to its
1989 spring season.
again
Lowell.
The
women
showed
major upcoming races: the New
two
junior
eight,
by
The women's
led
Kristen Gill and sophomore Julie winning style by beating the field to Englands on May 5, and the Dad
Vails on the weekend of May 11-13
Marren, went out first. They easily finish in first place.
The men's heavyweightboat went in Philadelphia.
cruised to a decisive victory over the
University of Connecticut, Brandeis out next but lost a close race to
Lowell. Sophomore Steve Kaestner
"The whole team is really
University, and Clark College.
really
"We're
in
optimistic
race,
said after the
about our chances in both
The men's lightweight eight
our
winter
of
these
said Gill. "I think we
training
races,"
good
shape
after
followed suit by easily defeating
high
hopes and turn
and
so
I'd
have
that
our
lack
can
take
those
say
to
UConn.
something
was
to
into
experience
key
of
the
that
them
constructive."
day,
the men's
To finish out the

Winter Warmings:
The hockey team's appearance in the Final 8 was the
obvious highlight of the BC Winter Sports season, but
was by no means the only one. With all of the final
statistics now in, we recognize the folloowing
accomplishments on the Heights:
s Women's swimming won the New Englands for the
fourth time.
sMen's swimming finished with a 12-1 record and
second in the New Englands.
Men's and Women's ski teams won the Easterns.
Barros set Big East scoring records for
individual game (43) and tournament game (38)
scoring.
Coach Jim O'Brien won his 100th career game.
s Women's basketball finished fourth in the Big East
when three Big East teams went to the NCAA
tournament.
Brown was named Hockey East Player of the
Year and finished third in Hobey Baker balloting.
Coach Len Ceglarski won his 600th career game.

Tennis Powerhouse:

Getting going- The BC Crew Club has had impressive performances in its first

two races

this spring

Maroon prevails in Spring game
continued from page 11.
around the right end with five
minutes to go, making the score
13 7, Maroon.
The ensuing extra-point attempt
by Keith Lowe, however, was blocked
by junior defensive back Dave
Johnson, who blocked Lowe's later
extra-point attempt as well.
Bicknell stated after the game that
"I'm very pleased with the level of
hitting, and that the kids got into it
today. They didn't want to just get
the game over and done with and

The Boston College women's tennis team is once
again having a successful spring season posting a 9-2
record. Many of the victories gave the Lady Eagles a
chance to show their prowess on a national level as they

-

used their spring break to travel to southern California
Cal-lrvine, Cal St.- Fullerton, Cal
St.- Long Beach and the University of Hawaii. After
defeating Cal-lrvine, they were able to return to the East
and score victories against the University of North
to serve it up against

Carolina and NC State.

get to summer. It was nice to see."

"I liked the kids attitude," Bicknell
added, "the kids were out there
playin' hard and havin' fun. I enjoyed

Powerful line remains
bright spot for Eagles
continued from page 11
"Our problem right now is definitely
depth. Our first line of players can
play with anyone but we justaren't
very deep."
"Looking ahead though is a
different story. We've got some new
guys who can play, they just need
experience. When your playing
against teams like Harvard, you just
can't throw guys in who don't have
any experience," Bleakley added.
"I feel like we're really close to
being a good team. This year if we
had won a big game at the
beginning of the season, that would
have made the difference. Like if we
had beaten Brown (BC lost after
being tied 7 7 early in the fourth
quarter), that would have made us
believe that we could beat the good
teams," Bleakley continued.
"Our schedule right now has a big
impact on how successful we will
be. As it is, we are either beating
teams by a ton or we're losing by a
ton. Maybe if we balanced out our
schedule, that would turn things
around."
Interestingly enough, it is just that,
balance, that has made the BC front
line so dominating this season. "We
all know each other's playing styles,"
said Stenberg, "and Chris (Pascale)
and I have been playing together for
three years now."
-

it."

\u25a1
Spring Game notes:
Yes, sophomore kicker Keith Lowe
had two extra-points blocked, while
his senior brother Brian made his
one attempt. Keith, however, did
manage to kick the winning field.

"Bleakes (Bleakley) came here
and fit in right away. We are a pretty
balanced line. We know when each
other will be going to a spot and we
work well together," added
Stenberg.
For Stenberg and Pascale, next
week's clash with powerful UMass
will mark the conclusion of their
Boston College lacrosse careers,
careers that have seen plenty more
losses than victories.
Yet, Stenberg maintains that he
has no regrets about coming to play
lacrosse at BC when he likely could
have played for a more successful
program out of high school.
"Yeah, sometimes I wonderwhere
I could have played and how good
I would have been at another school.
But I don't have any regrets about
coming to BC. I love the school and
I love playing lacrosse. That's good
enough for me," mentioned
Stenberg.
For Bleakley, however, his BC
career will continue for at least
another season. A season he hopes
will be more successful than the
present one.
"We're going to lose a lot when

Stenberg, Pascale, Jimmy Mannix,
and Mike Hipp and the rest
graduate, but we've still got some
great players here," said Bleakley. "If
we mature as a team, we'll be all
right."

D

Big Target- BC tight end Mark Chmura had
Stenberg, whose graduation will
likely be the toughest hole to fill for
the Eagles next season, sees the
Boston College program going in a
positive direction. "The word is
getting out. Coach Moy is giving his

a few catches on Sunday.

best to the program and BC is getting
some great lacrosse players here."
That accolade has only been
furthered this season by the play of
Stenberg, Pascale, and Bleakley.
BC's line of fire.

Yes, Willie Hicks did play and
excite the crowd once again during
the Spring Game. Hicks played in
both the second and fourth quarters,
and was 6 for 11 for 91 yards. He had
several scrambles, and tried to find
juniorflanker Ray Hilvert three times
deep down the field unsuccessfully.
\u25a1
Yes, the quarterback controversy
will begin shortly again amongst
followers of Boston College football.
After the game, Bicknell stated "the
quarterback situation is very
interesting. I like all four (Kamphaus,
Power, Hicks, and Pritchett)."
"Everyone was totally equal all
spring. All will be given the
opportunity to lead the team. I want
to see them competing, and no one
wants to know more than me who
will be starting," he stated.
Look for a final decision to be
made around August 28th, or so,
about two weeks before the
September Bth opener against
Pittsburgh.
\u25a1
No, the New England Patriots did
not select former Eagle football
player Joe Wolf. The Pats selected
former Oklahoma State wide
reciever Hart Lee Dykes.
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1988-89 SON Senate
The President:
Kathy McCullough

***

***

Future goals revealed

Vice President: Dawn Wall
Secretary: Lisa Norton
Treasurer: Noreen Evans

*

Plan A

*

Continued from page 5

Class of 1990

*

Plan B

on her list to achieve future goals,
Zovko was adamant.
She spoke ofher involvement with
the Emerging Leaders Program and
the Student Program Activities
Center. The former is a program
open to accepted members of the
incomingfreshman class. After they
are accepted to the university,
students are sent an application for
the course which involves the
development of leadership skills.
The program is very new and Zovko

*

President: Kim Labbe
President: Kate Bourke
Secretary/Treasurer: Meg Fahey Secretary/Treasurer: Kim Owen
*

Plan A

*

Class of 1991

President: Joann Peterson
Secretary/Treasurer: Kara Maggio

*

Plan B

*

President: Rona Wadle
Secretary/Treasurer: Nathalie Platcher

Class of 1992

The 1988-89 SOM Senate

=A

***

Class of 1990

President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Scott Ashhne
Robert Murray
Roxanne Vaan Anen
Susan Murphy

BC Student Discounts
Haircuts
j
Guys
Now $18 I
Gals
Now $20 j

?

Class of 1991

President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Class of 1992

President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

groups.

Congratulations Rona Wadle

President: unoccupied
Vice President: Claudine Montenegro
Secretary: Terri Dallas
Treasurer: Amy Adinolfi
***

feels that the potential for creativity
within the course is most exciting..
Selected students in future years may
be involved with an outdoors skills
programs and the already instituted
retreat, which is designed to bond
the students into a close and trusting
unit.
The ladder organization,
commonly referred to as SPAC, is
designed to helping students to get
started in forming clubs and activity
groups. SPAC acts as a stimulus for
setting the foundations of such

i

I

Neal Bruce
Ricky Hamtrson
Dina Coffman
John DeSimone

I

j

|

Scott Stanford
Audrey Kim
Joseph walker

(Reg. Up

j

$30)

1

Perms
Shampoo, Cut

Style

&

j

Now $49

(Mondays Only)

I

]

Open Monday thru Thursday 9*9 pm
Friday and Saturday
9*6 pm

:

Jennifer Maloney
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United Parcel Service
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on Tuesday,

pj

shifts call (617) 762-9911. United
Parcel Service has facilities in
Norwood, Brockton, Watertown,
Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore
and Warwick, RI.
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10:30pm-2:30am(approximately)
4:ooam-8:00am (approximately)
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9
an hour to start, and there's no
experience necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part time 3to 5 hour shifts to fit
your sAool schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance
to advance to apart-time supervisory position before graduation
and the opportunity to get paid to
shape up.
Start harvesting the UPS fruits
today with our $2,000 (after taxes)

for the

PROGRAM FACILITATORS
?ITVy
will be available in MCELROY 141

«J

P 'aninOUr

per semester tuition reimbursement, including summer sessions.
But act fast. You must be employed
two weeks after your semester
begins to be 100% eligible for
this program.
For more information about other

Applications

EMERGING LEADERSHIP
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Turowicz and Kozol receive honorary degrees
Continued form page 1

Jerzy Turowicz

magazines, including The Catholic
Digest.
Bowman earned a bachelor's
degree
English
in
and

Speech-Drama from Viterbo College
in La Crosse, Wl, in 1965. She went
on to earn a master's degree in
English from The Catholic University
of America in Washington, DC, in
1969, and a Ph.D. in English
Language and Literature from that
university in 1972.

Founder and editor of Tygodnik
(Everybody's
Powszechny
Weekly)?the crusading Catholic
newspaper from Cracow which the
Polish call "the only free newspaper
from
Berlin
to
Vladivostok"
Turowicz has been
an independent voice for freedom
in Poland for 40 years and has
encouraged and protected Jews in
periods of anti-Semitism.
Turowicz was born in Cracow,
?

MEMORIAL MASS

Poland, in 1912, and studied history
and philosophy at the Jagiellonian
Universitv.
He became Editor-in-Chief of the
Catholic daily newspaper Glos
Narodu (Voice of the People) in
1939, and, while Poland was under
Nazi occupation, contributed to the
underground Polish press.
Since
founding Tygodnik
Powszenchny in 1945, Turowicz has
served as editor of that publication,
with the exception of a four-year
period (1953-1957), when the
weekly newspaper was forced to
ceased operation after the editorial
board refused to print aeulogy to the
late Soviet leader Joseph Stalin.

on Religion and Peace in Geneva,

Switzerland,
and
of
the
Administrative Council of the John
Paul II Foundation in Rome. He
covered three sessions of the Vatican
li Council, and has been a guest at
the Vatican in Rome and a papal
companion on foreign visits.

The recipient of an honorary
degree from Yale University in 1985,
Turowicz was awarded the
International Gandhi Prize in
France, in 1987. He also received the
Alfred Jurzykowski Foundation Prize
in New York in 1978, and the Award
of the Polish Union of Journalists in
1982.

for

KAREN A. DEVINE
A&S 1991
Wednesday, April 26th
7:30 pm.
St. Joseph s Chapel
;

\u25a1I

Jonathan Kozol will receive an Honorary Doctor of Social Science
degree at Boston College's commencement 1989.

Turowicicz's books include A
Christian in the Contemporary
World (1964) and Facing the
Challenge (1988), in addition to
numerous articles which have been
published in Polish and foreign
periodicals.
Additionally, Turowicz was a
member of the World Conference

Jonathan Kozol

Jonathan Kozol received wide
acclaim for his most recent book,
Rachel and Her Children: Homeless
Families in America (1988), a
narrative portrayal of the day-to-day
life struggle of the poorest people in
America
homeless families living
?

11300 0

only a block away from New York
City's opulent Fifth Avenue.
Over a period of three years, part
of the time spent living in a
"homeless hotel," Kozol wove

together the extraordinary stories

shared with him by homeless
families.
A Boston native, Kozol has long
been devoted to the issues of
education and social justice. In
1964, he moved from Harvard
Square into a poor black
neighborhood of Boston and
became a fourth grade teacher in the
Boston Public Schools. Kozol's 1967
book, Death at an Early Age, depicts
his first year of teaching in the city's
school system. Now regarded as a
classic by educators, the book
received the 1968 National Book
Award in Science, Philosophy and
Religion. More than two million
copies were sold in the U.S. and
abroad.
Subsequently, Kozol continued to
teach in Newton, Ma, as well as at
Yale University and Trinity College,
and, in the aftermath of the
desegregation crisis, at South Boston
High School.
He also remained an advocatefor
excellence and equity in education
in late 1970'5, and was the recipient
of fellowship awards from the
Rockefeller, Ford and Guggenheim
foundations. By 1979, he turned his
focus to adult literacy and, the
following year, was asked by the
Cleveland Public Library to design
a literacy plan for the nation's major
cities. The study won broad-based
support and has since become the
model for a major effort sparked by
the State Library of California.
Kozol's five year effort, Illiterate
America, won praise from both
conservatives and liberals. He has
since spoken in over 100 cities in
Murphy, page 17
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Murphy and Ryder awarded at graduation
He received his undergraduate
degree at Harvard University, and
was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship
to Magdalen College, Oxford.

Thomas S. Murphy
Thomas S. Murphy joined Capital
Cities when it was founded in 1954,
and has overseen its rapid growth to
its present stature as a major

conglomerate.
During his affiliation with Capital
Cities, Murphy rose to the level of
director in 1957, president in 1964,
and chairman in 1966. At its
inception, the company included a
UHF television station and an AM
radio station in Albany, NY, and
operated exclusively as a
broadcasting company for 13 years.
In 1968 the company moved into the
publishing business, beginning with
trade publications and later
expanding to include daily
newspapers. With the 1986

General Housewares Corp. He is
chairman of the New York
University Medical Center Board
and a member of the board of
directors of Madison Square Boys &
Girls Club.
A veteran of World War 11, Murphy
received his undergraduate degree
at Cornell University in 1945 and an
MBA degree from Harvard
University's Graduate School of
Business Administration in 1949.

branch of the National Urban
Coalition, the United Way of
Massachusetts Bay, the Boston
Private Industry Council, and the
Massachusetts Higher Education
Assistance Corporation.
A native of Brockton, Ma, Ryder
earned a bachelor's degree in
history from Boston University in
1946, and a master's degree in
history the-following year from

Harvard University. He has been
awarded honorary degrees from
Nasson College, Northeastern
University, and the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The biographies
were compiled by Roseanne
Lafiosca, Media Relations Director
of the Office of Communications at
BC.

Kenneth G. Ryder
Retiring president of Northeastern

University, Ryder has served that
institution in a variety of teaching
and administrative positions, and
has had a distinguished career in
higher education. He joined the
faculty as an instructor in 1949, and

ranks, ultimately
assuming the presidency in 1975.
An internationally known
spokesman for cooperative
education and higher education, Kenneth G.Ryder will receive an Honorary Doctor of Science in
Ryder co-authored Cooperative
Education degree at Boston College's commencement 1989.
Education in a New Era (1987), and
was a contributing author of the
Handbook of College and University Administration (1970).
Ryder is a trustee of the National
Commission for Cooperative
Are you ready for the
'
Education and, in 1983, became the
president
first
of the World Council
1
for Cooperative Education. He is the
Just bring in this coupon for your
former chairman of the National
FREE DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND EVALUATION.
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities and serves
I
BOSTON: 142 BERKELEY STREET (617) 266-TEST
on the National Commission for
CAMBRIDGE: 727 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE (617) 868-TEST
Student Financial Assistance.
|
NEWTON: 792 BEACON STREET (617) 964-TEST
Active in community affairs, Ryder
is a trustee of Forsyth Dental Center
and the WGBH Educational
Foundation. He is a member of the
STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
advisory
council
of
the
coupon
One
good (or 2 people at time of presentation. May not be reproduced.
Massachusetts General Hospital
Expires
5/30/89.
|
School of Nursing, and serves on the
boards of directors of the Boston
rose through the

I

|

SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE or MCAT? ,

I

'
'

support of state and federal action
to fight illiteracy.

of
American
acquisition
Broadcasting Companies, Inc., the
company's name was changed to
Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.
Presently, the conglomerate
includes the ABC Television
Network, eight television stations,
six radio networks and 21
newspapers, numerous weekly
newspapers and shopping guides,
and various periodicals and books.
Capital Cities/ABC, Inc. is also a
supplier of cable programming, with
partnerships which operate ESPN,
the Arts & Entertainment Cable
Network and Lifetime.
Murphy began his business career
in 1946 with the Texas Company
(now Texaco, Inc.) as an industrial oil
salesman, and left in 1947 to attend
graduate school. Prior to joining
Capital Cities, he had several years'
experience as an account executive
with Kenyon & Eckhardt advertising
agency, and as both product and
merchandising manager for Lever
Brothers Company.
Murphy currently serves as a
director of IBM Corporation; Texaco,
Inc.; Johnson & Johnson;, afid

|

Continued from page 16

at Boston College's commencement 1989.

WANTED

OLD ACCOUNTING
AND
BUSINESS TEXTBOOKS
Norman Beauchemin, a 1987
BC Marketing graduate is
working in Belize, Central
America with the BC International Volunteer program.
He needs books to teach
students fundamental accounting and business applications.

CHEAP
FLIGHTS
London#Paris#
Brussels#Rome#Zurich#
Madrid#Amsterdam#Nice#
Milan^Geneva
Flights to:

Get your:

?
?
?
?

?
?

PLEASE DROP OFF BOOKS
IN THE
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
FULTON 400.

?
?

utsg#
Harvard Student Agencies, Inc.
Thayer Hall-B
Harvard

YOUR HELP IS
GREATLY APPRECIATED.

Eurail Pass
Britrail Pass
International Student I.D.
International Youth I.D.
International Hostel Pass
Let's Go Guides
Let's Go Travel Gear
Michelin Maps & Guides

University

Hoursm-f,is

495-9649

'

Thomas S.Murphy will receive ah Honorary Doctor of Laws degree

I
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Mass Coalition attacks homeless problem
the
1981,
Massachusetts Coalition for the
Homeless (MCH) is the first
statewide advocacy organization for
the homeless in the nation. It traces
its beginnings to local task forces
that grew up throughout
Massachusetts when homelessness
was recognized as a complex and
widespread problem.
After realizing that emergency
services alone could not solve
homelessness, providers and
activists created MCH to work on

Founded

in

broader political and social factors
which affect or cause homelessness.
MCH has since successfully
advocated for many policy changes.
In 1983 MCH spearheaded a
campaign that made it possible for
homeless people to receive
assistance through the Food Stamp
and General Relief programs. Prior
to MCH's efforts, the neediest of our
Commonwealth? the homeless?
was barred from these essential
services for lack of an address.
One year later, MCH led the

p|S^^j|^^(Rea

r

ciaK

We are an internationallyrecognized educational service with 33 years
experience in our field seekingpeople to teach developmentalreading and study
skills to students in grades 5-PG in private schools throughout the U.S. and
abroad. This is an excellent opportunity for people who wish to travel, teach in a
wide variety of settings, and are interested in gaining valuable experience and
the skills necessary to begin a career in a number of professions in addition to
education. Coursework in education or teaching experiencehelpful but not mandatory due to an intensive training program. Responsibility,maturity, and
enthusiasm absolute requisites.

Competetive salary, health/life insurance. Travel expenses paid. Must have a
car, be willing to relocate at least 3-4 limes per year, be able to work independently, and have a sincere interest in teaching.
Positions begin with training in August and is a full-time commiuneiU during the
school year.
Send resume immediately to: Margaret Cummings, Program Director,
Readak Educational Services, P.O. Box 222, Acton, MA 01720

\

successful effort to establish an
Emergency Relief program for
General Relief recipients, most of
whom are disabled or have little
work history. In addition, MCH
fought to restore medical benefits to
General Relief recipients. These
programs secured an additional $15
million for homeless individuals'
paramount needs.
In 1985, the Coalition formulated
an innovative program whereby
homeless families sheltered in
hotels and motels were assisted by
on-site social workers, linked to
housing services and provided with
rental subsidy certificates. In
addition, MCH successfully
advocated for the establishment of
a homesteading program and for an
emergency access plan for
placement of homeless families into
subsidized housing.
In the past two years, MCH has
focused its efforts on two major
causes of homelessness. The first is

the lack of affordable housing. To forced onto the streets and are able
raise awareness of this problem, to maintain stable home life.
MCH founded the Right to Housing
Over the years, MCH has
campaign, which provides large developed the reputation as a
scale,
public cooperative, yet determined agency.
broad-based
education, focusing on the While often working hand-in-hand
interrelationship
between with state officials, MCH never
Massachusetts' housing shortage compromises the rights of the
and homelessness. In addition, homeless.
MCH has begun efforts to establish
a Housing Trust Fund to provide
Today, MCH has a a membership
financing for low income housing of 2,000, which includes the
development.
AFL-CIO, the United Way, the
The second major cause of Massachusetts
Tenants'
homelessness is the inadequate Organization, and 70 shelters for the
income provided to public homeless.
assistance recipients. Today, the
average Aid for Dependent Children
recipient in Boston had to spend
virtually his or her entire grant on
shelter utilities. Therefore, such
families are particularly vulnerable
to the escalating costs of housing in
Editor's Note: The information for
this article was contributed by the
Massachusetts. MCH is currently
34 Beacon Street, Boston
MCH,
trying to reform the welfare system
Mass,
to ensure that thesefamilies are not
02108.

First Annual Boston College Video Awards

\u2605 Submit any Boston College production from introduction or advanced
classes, or any independent student productions.
* Drop off tapes h Lyons 215, the Communication Department
* Deadline is April 26th (Productions in progress this semester may see
Dr. Kenny for an extension).
\u2605 The ceremony will be May Ist, 7:30 9:3opm in McGumn 121.
.
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We wont put you here
Bay Realty won't
let you end up in
the dog house.
With our unmatched service
and selection in
the Brookline,
Brighton, Allston
and Newton areas, we'll find a
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comfortable
place you can
call home.
We have high-quality living spaces at prices that
will make your tail wag. And with this ad,
you'll get $100 off your first months
rent. Call 782-6666 for an appointment, or stop by our
office. We'll treat
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Margaret
Ann
Goetz
can play
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as well
she can copy

j read The Heights.
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Opportunity for summer retreat offered
By CHRISTOPHER LIBERTINI
It is that time ofyear again. Papers
and finals are upon us, and many
students are already wishing it were
summer time once more.
While we are in this frame of
mind, I thought it would be
interesting to tell you how I spent
part of my previous summer and to
recommend to you how you could
spend part of your next summer in
a rather unique and unforgettable
way.
In August of 1988, I went for two
weeks on a pilgrimage to Fatima,.
Portugal with a group of over sixty

high school and college students.
The organizer of the trip was Father
Robert J. Fox, who is one of the
leading authorities in America on
the events at Fatima and who has
been conducting these youth
pilgrimages for the last 25 years.
With his depth of knowledge and
genial sense of humor, Father Fox
proved to be an ideal guide for the
pilgrimage. His conferences on
Catholic doctrine were sound and
informative and helped give
substance to that often sparse
knowledge we havereceived in our
childhood religious education
programs.
His extensive travels in Portugal
havealso made him quite an expert
on Portuguese history and culture,
which are truly fascinating subjects
that few of us know much about.
But why go to Fatima, Portugal if
one can learn more about his
Catholic faith and about Portuguese
history merely by reading books
right here in America? Well, Fatima
is truly a special place. It was here
in 1917 that our Blessed Mother
appeared to three shepherd children
Lucia, Francisco, and jacinta, to give
them a beautiful message for the
world. At its core the message was
(and still is) a call to modern man

to return to

God, to pray, and to have

peace.
Most of us already believe in God,
but unfortunately that belief seems
to have so little effect upon our daily
lives. One need only read the daily
paper to see this. Hence, the need
for Our Lady to come like a
concerned mother and remind us
once more of the only way to true
and lasting peace and justice for all

mankind.

By going to Fatima, one not only
obtains the special graces of a

they achieved remarkable degrees of
sanctity for people so young.
They were only seven, nine and
ten years old at the time of the
apparitions. Their example lives on
in the spirit of many Portuguese
people today. We witnessed the
devotion of these remarkable people
in several ways, but none so
poignantly as seeing Portuguese
pilgrims walking for days (some up
to 150 miles) and sleeping outdoors
without shelter in order to attend
mass at the cathedral on the feast
days of Our Lady's apparitions.
Of course there was so much
more that we did and saw, such as
visiting the ancient castle of Ourem,
seeing the battlefield of batalha
where Portugal was saved in the 15th
century, visiting the convent in
Coimbra where Lucia, the only one
of the three shepherd children still
alive toady, now lives, examiningthe
splendour of the medieval
University of Portugal, seeing the
awe-inspiring

A statue commemorating the
visitation.
pilgrimage, but also can observe at
first hand the sites of the events of
1916-1917. Father Fox brought us to
the village where the three children
had lived and which has changed
very little in the past seventy years.
Indeed, the brother of the two
youngest shepherd children, John
Marto, still lives in the family home
despite the throng of pilgrims who
pass through the house daily.
One is struck by the complete
ordinariness that these three
youngsters lived in before the
apparitions. Yet, despite these
humble and very normal origins,
these three children answered the
call of heaven so desirously,
although not always perfectly, that

monastery

understanding of what Fatima is all
about. Some suggsted titles are
Fatima in Lucia's Own Words by
Sister Lucia, Fatima Today by Father

minutes a day. In addition, it would
be beneficial to take a few minutes
out of each day at a set time and
devote it to prayer. By preparing in
this manner, one will get far more
out of Fatima than a box full of
trinkets and souvenirs. Of course,
"those unable to attend the
pilgrimage will also benefit greatly
by doing some of this reading and
by praying a little more each day.
After all, as William Walsh wrote,
"The future of our civilization, our

'

liberties, our very existence may

A scene from Fatima, Portugal
Robert J. Fox, and Our Lady of
Fatima by William T Walsh.
These books can be easily
completed by reading just fifteen

depend upon the acceptance of her
commands."
Those interested in more
information should contact:
Christopher Libertini
Sudbury, Mass. 01776
(508) 443-5297

The Heights., fnc.

at

Alcobaca which once housed 1000
monks, and so much more.
Best of all, however, was the
chance to pray and attend mass
several times at the exact spot where
the Blessed Mother chose to appear
seventy years ago, and which,
therefore, must have a special
significance in her heart. As the
October 13,1917, Miracle of the Sun
underlined, prayer is always
efficacious, although not always in
the way or in the time-frame we
expect. This is especially true at the
site of a holy shrine.
Forthise interested in participating
on the pilgrimage this year, it is
recommended that they contact
Father Fox as soon as possible. It is
also strongly recommended that
they spend some time in preparation
before making the trip. One good
way is to read some book about
Fatima so that one can have a better

BUSINESS OFFICE HELP WANTED!!
Anyone interested in working
part-time next semester should
come to McElroy 1 13 and speak
to Amy Allegrezza.

Positions provide practical
business experience in a real
world environment.
Work independently for a few
hours each week and get an
excellent start on your business
career!!

THE UNIVERSITY CHORALE
OF
BOSTON COLLEGE

with
Orchestra
Presents their

SPRING CONCERT
featuring
Faure's Requiem

and
Works by Franz Liszt
Tickets:
$7.50 Adults
$3.50 Students

April 28,1989
Newton Chapel
7:00 pm
Contact the University Chorale (x 4306) for more information
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Live the
glamorous
life....
Be a
Heights
Photographer

MARKETING OPPORTUNITY

Many fringe
benefits:
See Paul
McElroy 113

"

STARTING FALL 1989
Sales-oriented, industrious individual with strong initiative
sought for prestigious marketing/promotions position with
top Fortune 500 firm. Student must commit to 20 hours per
week for the entire 1989-90 school year.
Excellent salary and bonuses. Flexible hours. All work is
on campus.

Applicant should have experience/strong interest in sales,
marketing, promotions, managementand/or public
speaking. Internship credit possible.
For more information, contact Campus Dimensions
Recruitment at (800) 592-2121 or send resume and cover
letter to COI, 210 W. Washington Sq., 11th floor, Phila.,
PA 19106.

WISH
Angela Siraco

a Happy
Birthday
on Thursday
April 27
*********

Bands such as Bim Skala Bim (above), played at BC's Pub Night.
Audiences were entertained on Wednesday, April 12.

Make Money
Hand Over Fist

A
Study of
UltravioletInduced
Polymerization
on Surfaces
*

Dr. Parul Vora
Purohit

\u2605
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;
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Wednesday
April 26, 1989
4:15
Higgins 262

\u2605
Sponsored by the
Physics
Colloquium
*

Coffee and Tea
3:45pm

\u2605
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If you know your way around a keyboard-typewriter, word processor or computerwe know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer.
Just register with us at Kelly Temporary Services.
We've got the kind of summer jobsyou'll love to get your hands on.
Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as
you need.
And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around.
Receptionist. File Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator. Stock Handler.
Check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a
thing to register. And chances are we can
help you make the coming summer
|\X Temporary
months everything you want them to be. I\JLLL# Services
Richly rewarding.
The Kelly Girl People-The First And The Best."
-

©1989 Kelly Services, Inc.

Ki II V In 11
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London
Paris
Athens
Caracas
Tokyo
Cairo
Madrid

\u25a0

From Boston

$259

269
355

185
370
385
285

Some restrictions apply. Taxes not
included Eurailpasses issued on the spot!
FREE Student Travel Catalog

Councilfravd
729 Boylston St. #201
1384 Mass. Ave #206
Boston, MA 02116
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-266-1926
617-497-1497
MIT. Student Clr. W2O-024 84 Mass. Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139 617-225-2555
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Heights Horoscopes by Zelga Haransky:
incoming freshmen will not stop
from pinning you
against the wall as you try to enter

By ZELGA HARANSKY
Heights Resident Astronomer

tour groups

Walsh cafeteria.
Aries [March 21 to April 19]
Your involvement in a group or
organization has blinded you to
reality, but it seems like you're not
going to change. Your family is
looking forward to having you home
for the summer. Yes, at this time your
taxes are late. Try not to make plans
for the summer if you don't intend
to keep them, especially since
people will be counting on you.
Don't let your job at home turn you
into a workaholic over the summer.
Try to think of someone other than
yourself.

Cancer [June 22 to July 22]
A sale at Star Market will prompt
you to buy garbage bags, saving
incredible amounts of money. You
will invest the money saved in a
money market account. Have a
bar-b-q on Wednesday evening. Your
basketball skills will not improve. A
desire to go into the greeting card
business will be almost irresistable
in mid-June. Do not forget an old
friend's birthday on May 3rd. By
now, you know where not to paint
Shakespearean quotes on campus.
[Zelga frowns on obnoxious graffiti.]
Romance looks promising for thefall

Taurus [April 20 to May 20]
Happy B-day (again)! Don't let
your parents get on your nerves

semester.

?

?

concerning B-day plans. They may
not realize you've outgrown making
big deal out of your birthday. A
physical malady will improve
shortly. Beware of Q-Tip thieves. Stop
thinking everyone is out to get you.
Relax. Your 21st birthday celebration
will result in your roommates
physically transporting you back to
your apartment. Compatibility with
Virgo is indicated at this time. You
and your roomate should find time
in your busy schedules to sit down
and have a good chat.
Genimi [May 21 to June 21]
Time to buckle down and study.
Don't use graduation as an excuse
to such a great extent that it doesn't
occur. Remain open to suggestions
from friends concerning money
matters. Plans for fulfilling a
four-year vendetta against Crystal
Bus Co. fall through. Strangling
?

?

more rewarding job at the library. Be
prepared for a summer filled with
excitement. It's time for your
cleptomanic habits to cease.
Libra [Sept. 23 to Oct. 22]
Your artistic talents should not be
allowed to go to waste. A job offer
for after graduation should be
?

snatched up. Living arrangements
for next year solidify. An opportunity
to study abroad will present itself as
the result of a contact in the
Romance Language department. A
friend from high school will call
with shocking news. Buy your
roommate an expensive present. A
sudden desire to rip apart phone

books will possess your father.
Scorpio [Oct. 23 to Nov. 21]
A road trip to Providence brings
unexpected romance. Studying
while riding the Lifecycles at the
Plex is dangerous. A pet in need of
medical attention will be left at your
door. Don't forget to follow through
?

11

AT MERRIMACK

Leo [July 23 to August 22]
Spend time in upstate New York
this summer. Your roommates will
encourage you to blow off your
studying and go out, but think about
it. Bayßanks will reimburse you for
a $50 error in your favor. An allergy
to plastic will result in you having
to turn in your Filene's charge card.
A year-long checker game will come
to a surprise end. Beware of clawless
crawfish.
?

Virgo [August 23 to Sept. 22]
Studying hard will pay off in a big
way on your exams. Addiction to
Anita Baker is no longer a danger.
Roommate rivalry continues, but
seems more petty than usual.
Luckily the year is almost over. If you
live in Columbus, Ohio, the odds of
you winning Megabucks decrease
this week since you didn't listen to
the stars and play last week. You will
quit your job at MA's and take a
?

Merrimack College offers day and evening courses in four-, five-,
six- and eight-week sessions.
Tuition is $95 per credit hour.
For a summer catalogue call 508-683-1175 or write:

AMIL BOXES ETC. USA"
1148 Centre St.
Newton Center

M-F 9:30-5:30, Sat 10-2
244-0908

For: Shipping
&

Summer School, Merrimack College, North Andover, MA 01845.

/i3|\

Packaging \^r^y

$1.00
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off with this ad.

Attention
College Grads

GARYOLDMAN KEVIN BACON

&

Ist Time Buyer's Program

A killer is back on the streets.
The only one who can stop him
is the lawyer who set him free.

BUY OR LEASE
NOW!

See John Santo, our manager in
charge of College Grad Financing
PLUS
rntt LUJAUtv with purchase
of any new or used vehicle
STUDENT iP REQUIRED
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Advice to help prepare for final exams
Sagittarius [Nov. 22 to Dec. 21]
Now is the time to purchase that
Shetland sheepdog. Don't let people
boss you around. Abuse of university
property will lead to a run-in with
the BC 5-0, and a romance with a
BC Law student. An interior
decorator will make a big impact on
your life. Those jeans with the

on summer job offers. Taking a
summer course at UMass Boston
will be beneficial next year. Do not
succumb to the demands of a friend,
even if they seem well-argued.
Follow your instincts. Visit the
Alumni Art exhibit in Devlin. Pat
Sajak will have a big effect on your

?

future.

BEVERLY INTERIORS, INC.
WALL COVERING PAINTS
MURALO QUALITY
?

?

WINDOW TREATMENTS
PAINTS

.

408 CABOT STREET
BEVERLY, MA 01 91 5

&

?

RUGS

STAINS

927-86 1 O
DICK CONRAD

(508)

Aquarius [Jan. 20 to Feb. 18]
Your trips to the Plex are
beginning to pay off, just in time for
the summer. Don't count on doing
all your studying for exams right
beforehand, it may be more difficult
than you think. Do not accept the
accepted. Tie your shoelaces or you
will trip down Higgins Stairs. The
loss of a calendar will throw your
world into turmoil. A birthday
celebration will be a memorable
time for all. Beware of library aides
in O'Neill who will try to take your
soda away from you. Your generosity
with your Macintosh is much
appreciated. Don't worry about that
voodoo curse which was put upon
it's probably lost its
you last year
potency by now.

ripped knees are finally out. Invest
your money in a nice, whole pair of

?

jeans. Your participation in a

dramatic endeavor will lead to other
the future. A trip abroad this
summer will be enlightening.

parts in

Capricorn [Dec. 22 to Jan. 19]
Your semester seems to plagued
with illness, but it is only temporary.
Beware of a cold right foot. Lack of
bathroom lighting is a hindrance at
this time. Your basketball skills will
improve remarkably in the
upcoming weeks. A friend will offer
you JT concert tickets in July. Visits
to the Cape will be the highlight of
the summer. Confusion ends as you
are made aware of the real situation.
You will become rich, thin, and
blond. An operation on a pet will
work out fine. If you have the urge
to talk to a penguin, go for it.
?

?

socially acceptable. Try a new
hairstyle. Cleaning the bathroom is
advisable at this time there are
various species of fungi making their
home in the shower. Call a younger
sibling at college. People have been
show
noticing your ankles lately
them off to full advantage. A rugby
game may result in loss of teeth,
dentures, arthritis, and premature
old age. Don't sell yourself
short there are many people who
appreciate what you've done for
them.
?

?

?

Once again, these horoscopes are
intended to mock anyone who
truly believes in horoscopes.

not

Pisces [Feb. 19 to March 20]
Big hair is not cool, nor is it
?

"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."

\^^BV I
When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
ininfo nnfrinrr in
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Not me. My job takes just one

Weekend a month and tWO WeekS a year.

Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-

defense.
So, since I m helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
f
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In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands

*

(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local

phone directory.
©
1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
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MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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canes and iloods. 1 ney re also an
important part of our country's military
T,

YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
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Spring 1989 exam schedule
Wed May 10 9:ooam
Thu May 4 9:ooam
Sat May 6 9:ooam
Wed May 10 12:30pm
Fri May 5 9:ooam
Tue May 9 12:30pm
Tue May 9 9:ooam
Sat May 6 12:30pm
Thu May 11 9:ooam
Fri May 5 12:30pm
Mon May 8 9:ooam
Mon May 8 12:30pm
Thu May 4 12:30pm

MWFB
MWF9
MWFIO
MWFII
MWFI2
MWFI
MWF2
MWF3
TTh9
TThlO:3O

TThl2

TTh 1:30
TTh3

Language Proficiency exams
in

One of the musicians that participated in Friday's Earth Day.

Happy 21st Birthday
Patti!

FRENCH, SPANISH, ITALIAN,
GERMAN, and LATIN

will be given on Tuesday, September 5
at 3:lspm

All students wishing to take the

test

must sign up in GASSON HALL 104.

Sign-up is from April 24 until the last day
of final exams, MAY 11.

Friday, April 28

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
_^^gi^
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system taster, too.
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It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

jfigS**^^
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The annual spring game: a panoramic view
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Worcester County
Rhode Island Area
Portsmouth, NH/ Newbury Port MA
;

1-800-966-5555
617-449-4362
603-891-1545
1-800-966-0150
401-946-0150
603-964-8997

ENTRY LEVEL

HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

NOW

-

BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

'

GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

'

INTERNSHIPS

?

FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

&

SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE

EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

Boston Suburbs
Nashua NH/Lowell MA Areas

O

Wakefield, MA/North Shore Areas

617-246-5308

South East Mass. Area
South Shore/Plymouth, MA

508-947-1006
617-826-0640
401-769-2429

Woonsocket, RI/Blackstone Valley Area
Southern Rhode Island/Westerly Area
Portland/Southern Maine Area

401-596-6155
207-773-2-233

the Heights
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love the way Janie Crawford

left her husbands
the one who wanted
to change her into a mule
and the other who tried to interest her
in being a queen
a woman unless she submits is neither a mule

Review

nor a aueen

though like a mule she may suffer

and like a queen pace
the floor
-

BC Plays Host

to

Imperial Court

By JOHN BARRON
Height's Theatre Critic
The Robsham Theater was
transformed into the imperial Siamese
palace this weekend when the
University Theatre performed Rodgers
and Hammerstein's The King and I. The
musical was one of the duo's last and
most successful plays on Broadway.
The reason for that is apparent in the
complicated musical arrangements and
the well-developed plot.
Based on a true story the play begins
with Anna Leonowens (Paula Blute)
and her son Louis (Craig Szczepanski)
arriving in Bangkok for the purpose of
educating the royal children of Siam.
The King (Luke Jorgensen), wishing to
maintain his status in the expanding
English empire is constantly trying to
make the choice between Eastern
tradition and Western enlightenment
for Siam.
Luke Jorgensen had the most difficult
task of portraying a role that Yul
Brynner had made so famous. His
interpretation was delightful.
Jorgensen's King showed spontaneity
and energy. His was more human than
Brynner's interpretation allowing more
confusion and frustration to surface
while he tried to remain firm and
resolute. During his vocal numbers his
voice was sometimes weak and out of
rhythm with the orchestra but his
conviction made up for this to make
his performance the best in the play.
Paula Blute was the best singer on
stage. Her voice was consistently
marvelous from her love ballad "Hello,
Young Lovers" to her revenge song
"Shall I Tell You What I Think of
You? Occasionally her performance
was superficial when she was playing
something more like a fairy tale
character instead of a determined
teacher. One of the major problems
with the musicals from this Golden
Age is the tendency to prefer
melodramatic lyrics over lyrics that
develop and enhance the character. It is
up to the actor to give the character
more substance in this situation.
Whenever Blute was with Jorgensen
however, they were both consistently
dynamic, challenging all of their
characters' values and feelings.
Janine McNamara as the patient wife
of the King Lady Thiang, was gentle
and convincing. Her rendition of
"Something Wonderful" showed a side
of the King that made him more
appealing than just a selfish and
despotic ruler.
Stephen Shrestinian as Lun Tha the
emissary from Burma, had an excellent
voice and he played a powerful role.
Unfortunately, his secret lover Tuptim
(Toni-Michelle Rubio) left much to be
desired.
Craig Szczepanski was convincing as
Louis. He rose above the cartoon script
that was written for the part.
Christopher Hill played an intimidating
Kralahome and W. Peter Daniels was
adequate as the crown prince.
King & I p. 28
.

;

;

;;

;

;

Luke Jorgensen and Paula Blute

in

Jame Crawford, by Alice Walker

The King and I
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Wonder-ful Eight Legged Groove Machine
By JAY SAVAGE
Height's Music Correspondent

wasn't a pretty site. All sorts of
super-70 s stage wear from the King's
final days back when he started

Those who cannot remember the fast are
condemned to repeat it.
This is one of those neat-o quotes
that everyone comes to hear repeated
throughout their life. I heard it again a
few days ago and for some odd reason
thought of the music industry. It seems
as if the lads behind the scenes in
record companies and management
offices have re-written this pithy
expression, and come up with their
own credo reading "Those who are
condemned to remember the past will
7
repeat it over and over again/
This is the sort of musical
philosophy that fuels such
entertainment atrocities as lounge acts
in Vegas and Atlantic City and Elvis
museums. I was at an Elvis museum in
Niagara Falls over spring break. It

overdosing heavily on whoopie pies

;

;

;

;

and fried peanut butter and banana
sandwiches and even he was reduced
to lounge lizard status. It was a wistful
tribute to when the Elvis became a
self-parody and a giant symbol of the
entertainment industry's eternal search
for a gilded revival of golden ages that
weren't golden to begin with.
There are however, occasional reruns
of great stuff that can done right,
come off as good as the original. Such
is the case with the Wonder Stuff, and
their debut The Eight Legged Groove
Machine. The Wonder Stuff know how
to pull out an old style, dust it off and
revamp it for vinyl. The sound that's
disinterred this time is the dear
departed power pop from late 70's
Britain;

;

;

;

;

The Wonder Stuff also know how to
draw from influences but stay out of
the realm of being impersonators. They
maintain enough space between
themselves and the past to keep Eight
Legged Groove Machine fresh for this
decade, and when they do cut close to
the original source, it's done with skill.
The sound here is sing-songy vocals
mixed with an aggressive (but never
oppressive) guitar bite, reminiscent of
the Buzzcocks and Generation X. But
the Wonder Stuff doesn't stop at just
playing recycled riffs from 1978- they
lay the sound over mildly danceable
beats and light pop.
"Red Berry Joy Town" starts the
album with head on rock and roll,
with a big biting guitar and great
harmomic backing vocals. "No For the
13th Time" is a fast, neo-country-punk
tune with a drum and whistle dance
break in the middle (kind of like what

the Clash would have done with
"Protex Blue" had it come out three
albums later than it did). "It's Yer
Money I'm After, Baby" is a bitter
sweet relationship popper, followed by
"Rue the Day/7 a slow acoustic love
song.
Side two starts with "A Wish Away/'
a heavy hooked dance and thrash tune,
followed by "Grin" which leans more
heavily on the dance beat. "Ruby
Horse77 is a nice little pop dittie as is
"Unbearable/ 7 which comes as close to
late 70's Brit Punkpop as I've heard
since Shelly and Diggle stopped
buzzing.
I suppose we'll always have to live
with reminders of the growth Elvis 7
stomach and the decline of his talent,
but it's good to know that not all
that 7s passed on to the manufacturers
overstock bins in record stores is
useless.
;

The Wonder Stuff

Movie

Reviw

Earth Girls Are Easy To Miss

By PATRICK SANDOE
EARTH GIRLS ARE EASy. A new film by
by Julie Brown, Charlie
Coffey and Terrence E. McNally. Starring
Geena Davis, Jim Carrey, Damon Wayans,
and Jeff Goldblum. Opening May 12.

Julien Temple. Written

While other movies are breaking new
ground these days, Julien Temple's new
film Earth Girls Are Easy, recycles a few
familiar sci-fi plots (with some new
creative twists) hoping to develop
something original. And although
writers Julie Brown, Charlie Coffey,
and T McNally throw in tons of
slapstick and musical comedy, the
overall effect is still rather predictable.
This is not to say that the film isn't
fun. It can be if you re feeling
particularly silly. Overall, however, this
film lacks substance and originality.
The action begins when Valerie

(Geena Davis) shows up for work at
the 'Curl Up and Dye 7 beauty parlor
(in the San Fernando Valley). Once
there she finds her best friend Candy
(Julie Brown) and proceeds to inform
her about her sexual problems. It seems
that Val's fiancee, Ted (Charles Rocket)
is no longer interested in sex. Candy
says that Ted just needs a change of
pace and offers to give Val a 'new
image/
;

;

;

;

;

...

The transformation is remarkable!
Val looks stunning as a blonde 7 and
she quickly runs home to supnse Ted.
Unfortunately Ted has made other
plans and arrives at the house with
another woman. So much for Val's
suprise. Predictably Val kicks Ted out
of the house and destroys everything
he owns before crying herself to sleep.
The next day, the plot thickens.
While laying on her patio Val is
shocked to see a spaceship crash land
;

pool. Thinking that
it's just her imagination, she dives into
the pool, knocking herself unconscious.
Mac (Jeff Goldblum), the captain of the
spacecraft, rescues her. Once in the ship
again he and his two shipmates revive
her. To their dismay, however, Val is so
frightened by their appearance that she
floods the ship while trying to escape.
Consequently they are stuck on earth
and Val is forced to befriend them.
Soon, after a trip to the beauty salon,
they look like normal human beings
and the real fun begins! The remainder
of the film is dominated by the wacky
time Val has showing the aliens
around 'The Valley.' And through it all,
she and Mac, so predictably, fall in
love.
I won't lie. I did find many of the
film's gags to be quite funny. The
majority of them, however, are little
more than cute and often border on
in her swimming

;

inane.

As actors 7 Geena Davis and Jeff
Goldblum are credible as Val and Mac,
but Val and Mac as characters, require
little acting prowess. This leads me to
believe that the film might have served
7
as a 'working vacation for Goldblum
and Davis. Perhaps they wanted a
break from more demanding roles?
Julie Brown's appearance as Candy,
on the other hand is by far, the most
original. Anyone who's familiar with
her musical satire will instantly know
that she's playing herself. But this is
fresh and adds the only real bit of
spontenaity to the film. Unfortunately
her appearances don't come often
enough to make this a better flick.
At best 7 Earth Girls Are Easy is okay. If
you're feeling silly this could be the
film for you. But in these days of
$6.00 movies, you'd do better to see
that film about the Baron. Simply put,
Earth Girls Are Easy just doesn't give you
enough 'bang for your buck.'
;
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Churches Paints A Family Portrait
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By ALIX VON AUENMUELLER

PAINTING CHURCHES. Written by Tina
Howe, directed by Larry Lane. Playing now
through May 14 at the New Repertory
Theatre, 54 Lincoln Street, Newton
Highlands. 332-4646.

The Church family or what is left of
it, only the aged Gardener and Fanny
Church is moving out of it's Beacon
Hill house to retire on Cape Cod. The
process of rumaging through all their
old belongings proves to be far more
involving in an emotional sense, than
the old couple expected.
The opening scene of Tina Howe's
Painting Churches finds Fanny packing
away a lifetime of memorabilia, while
recalling the history behind each of the
pieces.
Her husband, who is approaching
senility, wanders in and out of the
living room and shares the distorted
memories Fanny lays before him.
Howe has created a bittersweet
portrait of the ageing couple, for she
manages to accentuate the amusing
idiosyncracies of the forgetful and
disoriented duo, and at the same time
bring out the poignant sadness of
subtle resentments and the beauty of
undying devotion. The old family
tensions and deep underlying love
spring vividly to life when their artist
daughter, Margaret, arrives from New
York to captive her parents in a
portrait.
has memories of her
Margaret
own to recount to her parents, ones of
which they were not aware until now.
It is, however, sorrowfully obvious how
little the parents understand and
appreciate her lifestyle, and likewise,
how far removed she has become from
the trials her parents must endure. And
this is where Howe's play becomes
universally appropriate to all families.
Margaret refuses to understand the way
in which the elderly Churches cope
with the prospect of moving and aging.
Like many children, she is selfishly
insensitive to her parents needs. No
longer do they cater to her every
whim, and her desire to paint their
portrait exemplifies this conflict.
Mary Klug and Niels Miller, playing
Fanny and Gardener repectively portray
their characters with a marvelous
attention to detail. Both enter the roles
with a deep understanding of the
;

The cast of Painting Churches
of the individual and the rapport
they have toward one another. Not for
one moment does the viewer doubt the
reality of the performances. Kathryn
Lubar, playing Margaret has a little
more difficulty in convincing the
audience of her passionately removed
role of a returning daughter. Her
interaction with her parents is
appropriately turbulent but she has
some trouble portraying herself as a
being apart from them.
nature

;

The setting is a wonderful reflection
of the inner conflicts of the characters.
As more and more of the complicated
relationships are revealed, more and
more boxes appear on stage. The
endless amount of trinkets and trash
that is collected over the years is sorted
through and, similarly, the memories

and misconceptions are uncovered. The
analogy is carried off beautifully.
The New Repertory Theater, under
Larry Lane's direction does Painting
Churches justice in painting the sadly
amusing story of the development of
family life in its unadorned reality.

;

Sol Azteca Shines
traditionally tasty. The "chiles rellenos"
are scrumptious stuffed green chiles
and both are served with marinated red
SOL AZTECA. Mexican food at 9U-A
cabbage refried beans and rice, in
Beacon Street, between Park Drive and Saint Mexicana style.
Tacos enchiladas rodas (prepared with
Mary's Street. Zbl-0909red chiles instead of green) and
Ready to catch some rays? Sol Azteca
quesadillas (corn turnovers with cheese
is radiant with warm weather food
and chicken or beef) are of course,
while it's still snowing in Boston! This included on the menu but don't expect
Mexican restaurant, located near
just any old taco here! Fish dishes
flavor the menu as well with "pescado
Kenmore Square on the C Line serves
a la tampiquena" being the sauteed
the greatest south-of-the-border cuisine
fish-of-the-day, topped with a
around. In a league of its own on the
East Coast Sol Azteca could compete
tomato-mushroom sauce.
Flan, baked custard with caramel is a
easily in the hot food lovers' paradise of
the US7 New Mexico.
Mexican dessert specialty and coconut
We commenced our meal with
cheesecake is another sweet highlight.
freshly prepared guacamole and salsa
Mexican coffee with either of these is
some of the best this salsa lover has
the perfect after dinner treat.
tasted.
Other
are
made
appetizers
ever
An energetic and authentic
from original Mexican recipes. For the
atmosphere serve to compliment Sol
adventuresome palate "napalitos en
Azteca's perfection in cuisine.
salsa verde" is cactus in green sauce
Decorations include Mexican tiled
served with tortijla chips and cheese.
tabletops, ceramic plates, and decorative
"Sopa de aguacate" is a cold avacado
Latino paraphernalia. Prompt and
soup and "sopa de frijol negro" is a
extremely friendly service forbid
black bean soup.
dissatisfaction at any level. Prices,
Amazing entrees include "enchiladas although not cheap, are not
verdes" and "chiles rellenos/ 7 Sol's
extravagant. From one who has tried
enchiladas are traditionally prepared
Mexican restaurants up and down the
rolled corn tortillas stuffed with meat
Eastern Seaboard, Sol Azttca is highly
chicken or cheese and onions, and
recommended...well worth the splurge.
By SUSANNAH EVANS
Heights Eating Specialist

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

-

;

;
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Notes from a Fearful Jesuit

Translated by TS Lemire

{the following excerpt from the diaries of
is translated
here from the Latin with the help of
University Library Servies)

Stephen Xavier Schroth, BC '44,

4.22.12. SXS. A.M.D.G.

I, Stephen Xavier Schroth, your
brother in faith, your door-to-door
brush salesman in Christ, did witness a
vision of the Day of Judgment.
On a large open field there was
assembled a great crowd numbering
over four thousand, all dressed in
funeral black. They sat down below,
while above them were thrones and an
altar with a microphone sticking out of
it and the BC insignia stamped on the
front. Above the people in black, a
figure stood with scrolls sealed with
ribbon. He knew all the people by
name, and called them out in a loud
voice.

Thus did he separate the masses into
those on his right hand, branded
summa, those on his left, branded

magna, those in front of him, branded
cum, and those behind him, branded
nought. In file as such they formed a
giant cross.
Down below the people suffered
purgatory, forced to stay in their seats
and listen to hours of speeches in
hellish humidity.
Just then a group stood and led in
prayer: "Hail Mary who art in Limbo/
Hallowed be thy fame/ Thy
professorship come/ Thy will be-done
at BC as it is in class/ Give Her more
pay her Daly bread/ and forgive us our
prejudices as we expel those who
prejudice against us/ Holy Mary pray
for us/ Now and at the hour of our
graduation/ Amen"
"For thine is the power and the
vainglory/' a cynic added.
One on the platform stood. "For
never and never! Dry up out there!" he
cried.
"A pox upon this house!" said one,
pointing to Lyons.
"A small pox, for all you
accomplished" the platform figure

retorted.

"Or/

another joined in, "chicken pox
for those who vandalize and don't
claim responsibility."
"Watch your tuition, brother/' the
7

first advised.

Just then on the horizon, I saw
appear the Four Horsemen.
Instead of WAR, there was
PREJUDICE: conflict not only between
man and woman, black and white, but
between those who graduated to work
for GE and those to work for JVC.
There was philosophic and moral
prejudice of every kind and color.
Instead of FAMINE, there was
CYNICISM: the hunger for new and
interesting things, expressed in disdain
for everything. As victims of FAMINE
are weak in body and undernourished,
so are the CYNICS, with their
constant jokes and pathetic cracks,
weak in spirit and unwise.
Instead of PESTILENCE, there was
LUST: the obsessive desire for celebrity,
money, a cellular car phone, and sex
lives just like the ones in movies and
books and television.
;

Instead of DEATH, there was SELF:
all things that put self first-putting
others down, belief and reliance on
one's own wisdom and authority-all
led away from the truth. All who
spoke constantly of their selves lost
their selves and with it their way.
Strangely all Four Horsemen were
wearing "Fighting Irish" sweatshirts.
Then among the crowd there arose
weeping and gnashing of teeth, and
great reminiscing. One group fell to
their knees saying "By the entrance of
McElioy 2nd, there we sat down, yea,
when we wept for the Old Nest."
The masses in the field then began
to open their diplomas, breaking the
ribbon seals, and when the last seal
was broken, there was silence over the
whole of the college for about a
half-hour.
One in the crowd blew soap bubbles,
and in the harsh anticipatory silence,
we watched one rise high into the air,
our past reflected in the crystal ball of
its spherical film, and as it ascended
towards heaven, the bubble burst wide.

King &

I

continued from p. 25
The chorus composed of the King's
wives and children, was mixed.
Children can always bring a positive
reaction from the audience, but when
they were included here in the
choreography of "Getting to Know
You/' the dancing was jumbled and
unorganized. The wives lacked
conviction and took away from the
story that the main characters tried to
develop. Their numbers were good and
they gave credit to Rodgers 7 music.
The most incredible scene in the
entire play was the dance number
"The Small House of Uncle Thomas."
The choreography was fabulous as it
included styles of both Siamese
dancing and classical ballet. The
dancers were strong and rhythmic, and
the lead dancers told the story of Uncle
Tom's Cabin most skillfully
The costumes designed by Elena
Ivanova were a masterpiece. From the
moment that the audience saw the
imperial guards standing guard at the
auditorium doors, the sense of Siamese
royalty reflected in all the royal court's
costumes. The English attire also
provided great contrast in the clash of
cultures.
Liza Williams designed a very
effective lighting scheme by creating
the royal palace with the imperial
dragon flashed across the backdrop,
while Nikki Hu quite successfully
choreographed Asian styles into an
American musical.
In spite of those successes, the
direction of J. Paul Marcoux was weak.
The scenes between Tuptim and Lun
Tha were awkward; their caressing had
no build up and looked unnatural. In
other scenes, the character placement
took away from the action going on.
The sold-out production was for the
most part a good presentation of
Rodgers and Hammerstein's greatest
musical. Ihe irony of the English
imperialists referring to King of Siam
as a 'barbarian7 was provocative and
made the play relevant to today's issues
of racism, sexism, and American
imperialism. That is what manages to
keep the the magic of Rodgers and
Hammerstein timeless, as it should be.
;

The University Theatre will be
giving three more performances of The
King and I this weekend, April 27, 28
and 29 at 8:00 pm in the Robsham
Theatre Arts Center, Mainstage. Tickets
are $5, $6 for non-students. Call
552-4609 for information.

Tbni-Michelle Rubio

in

The King and I

the Heights

Paula Blute and Craig Sczzepanski

the

Heights
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Police Blotter....Police Blotter....
Thursday, April 13
I:l3am

Report filed on an alarm

-

problem.

4:o4am Officers respond to the
Modular Apartments on a report of
vandalism. Upon arrival it was found
that someone had thrown a keg
through a kitchen window.

12:11pm Boston Fire and Newton
Fire and Officers respond to an
alarm of fire at McElroy. Investigation
found that a pull station was
activated causing a false alarm.
-

-

Boston Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire at
Robsham Theater. Investigation
found that a loss of power had
7:lBam

-

activated the alarm.
10:03am

Report filed on a traffic
accident on Newton campus.
-

2:3lpm Officers responds to 172
Foster St. and files a report on a fire
alarm malfunction.

sustained in a fight.
s:3opm

11:43am Report filed on harassing
-

phone calls.

5:56pm
Report filed on a
suspicious person identified outside
-

of Carney Hall.

Report filed on a police

-

s:l7pm Report filed on a harassing
-

phone call.
6:53pm

Report filed on alcohol
confiscated in the Duchesne Lot.
-

7:4lpm EMT officer responds to
Cheverus Hall on a report of an
injured party. Upon arrival the
victim was transported to St.
Elizabeth's for treatment of a leg
laceration.

Report taken on a past
attempted breaking and entering at
Stuart Hall.
-

11:45am
service.

-

Report filed on a police

7:l4pm Boston Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at
Edmonds Hall. Investigation found
that a smoke detector was activated
by excessive cigar smoke in the area.
-

9:lBpm Medical report filed on an
employee who was transported to St.
Elizabeth's for treatment of a
laceration to the hand.
-

12:09am

12:59pm Report filed in a minor
accident in the Complex Lot.
-

complaint.
I:2Bam

Report filed on a noise

Report filed on a student
transported to St. Elizabeth's for

10:32pm Report filed on a wallet
stolen from a student riding the
Crystal Bus.

2:o3am Newton Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at Keyes
South. Investigation found that a
smoke detector was activated.
-

-

s:3opm While on rountine patrol
-

an officer confiscates a keg of beer

outside Keyes Hall.
Friday, April 14

Report filed on
abandonded alcohol confiscated on
the Newton campus.

I:o4am
Report filed on a
confiscated keg of beer at Welch
Hall.

10:50pm Report filed on a larceny

I:s2am Newton Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at 66
Commonwealth. Investigationfound
that a mechanical problem activated
the system.

Sunday, April 16

I:4spm-Auxiliary Officers in Walsh
Hall file a report on a problem with

10:47pm

-

-

Newton Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire at
Hillsides B. Investigation found that
a pull station was activated causing
a false alarm.
I:l9am

-

from O'Neill Library.

-

12:44am Medical report filed on a

Report filed on a

3:53pm Medical report filed on a

2:l9am Report filed on vandalism
to the men's room in Kostka Hall.

student who sustained a laceration
to his head and was transported to
St. Elizabeth's for treatment.

station.

10:03am

-

harassing phone call.

7:sopm Medical report filed on a
student who sustained an injury to
the eye and was transported to the
Infirmary and then to Mass Eye and
Ear for treatment.
-

9:57pm

Boston Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire at Walsh
Hall. Investigation found that a pull
station had been activated causing
a fire alarm.
-

10:16pm Officer takes a larceny
report from a resident of Walsh Hall.
-

Stolen was a television.
10:49pm Report filed on a keg of
beer confiscated in the Edmonds
-

Roadway.
Saturday, April 15
12:04am

Officers respond to 110
Commonwealth Ave. on a report of
residents accosting females. Upon
arrival the room and the residents
were identified.
-

I:l3am-While on routine patrol an
officer identifies a student who was
exposing himself from a window in
Fitzpatrick Hall.
1:18am

Newton Fire and officers
to an alarm of fire at
Hillsides B. Investigationfound that
a pull station was activated causing
a false alarm.
-

respond

I:32am Report filed on vandalism
to a window in Fitzpatrick Hall.
-

2:27am Newton Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire at
Hillsides D. Investigation found that
a pu!! station was activated causing
a false alarm.
-

3:44am Report filed on vandalism
to Cheverus Hall. Damaged was a
window.
-

4:llam

service.

-

Report filed on a police

-

employee who sustained a
laceration on the leg when she fell
in front on St. Thomas More Hall.
2:56pm

Report taken on a past
Indecent Assault and Battery that
occured in Edmonds Hall. After
investigating the incident the suspect
was identified.
-

9:35pm Officers respond to Hardey
-

Hall on a report of an unwanted
who had caused damage.
Upon arrival the suspect was placed
under arrest for Criminal Trespass
and Malicious Destruction.

party

Officers respond to 110
Commonwealth Ave. on a report of
a fight. Upon arrival the combatants
were identified as students.
-

a party.

2:l3am

9:o2pm Boston Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at St.
Thomas More Hall. Investigation
-

found that a problem with a boiler
activated the alarm.
10:15pm-Report filed on a tow and
confiscated alcohol from the
vehicle.

Tuesday, April 18
2:olam

-

Report filed on a police

s:3opm EMT Officers treat and
transport a student to St. Elizabeth's
for treatment of facial injuries

Newton Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at O'Neill
Library. Investigation found that a
smoke detector was activated.
-

4:l2pm Report taken on a breaking
and entering and a larceny from a
motor vehicle that was parked in the
garage.
-

B:3Bpm

Officer responds to
Hillsides B and takes a larceny
report. Stolen was clothing and
computer disks.
-

Thursday, April 20

service.
12:45am

6:slam
Officers respond to
McElroy Commons on a report of a
breaking and entering. Upon arrival
it was found that the area had also
been vandalized.

Report filed on alcohol
confiscated in the upper campus.

B:4oam Newton Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at

2:soam Report filed on vandalism
to a window in Kostka Hall.

-

I:4opm-Auxiliary Officers in
Walsh Hall file a report on
confiscated alcohol.

Wednesday, April 19

-

I:34am Report filed on recovered
property.
-

-

-

-

While on routine patrol
officers observed two fights in the
upper campus area. As a result one
party was placed under arrest for
Disorderly Conduct and two counts
of Assault and Battery on a Police
Officer.
-

-

-

student transported to St. Elizabeth's
for treatment of a wrist laceration
sustained off campus when a
window fell on his arm.

B:3opm

-

injuries sustained
when assaulted off campus.

problem.

-

B:sopm
-

treatment of facial
-

7:oopm Report filed on a police

service.

I:l4pm Medical report tiled on an

Monday, April 17

Report filed on a traffic

B:37pm

6:26pm Report filed on recovered
property.

-

11:26am

-

-

-

3:sBpm
service.

Officers respond to the
Modular Apartments on a report of
a fight. Upon arrival one party was
placed under arrest for Assault and
Battery with a dangerous Weapon,
a brick.

Hillsides D. Investigation found that
bad cooking had activated the
alarm.

3:o3am

-

Report filed on a police

4:53am Boston Fire and Newton
Fire respond to an alarm offire at 66
-

Commonwealth Ave. Investigation
found that a pull station was
activated causing a false alarm.
s:3oam Report filed on vandalism
to a window in 66 Commonwealth.
-

10:52am Report filed on harassing
-

phone calls.
11:36am
service.

-

-
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You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call longdistance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®

Ifvou'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
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April 24, 1989

Classies... .Classies... .Glassies... .Glassies....
HELP WANTED
Babysitter for 2 children for summer
1989. Flexible hours, walking
distance to BC. Laundry facilities
available. Call Gail at 527-3617 or

_^_

(leave message at
Children's Art Company).
969-9301

Live-in mother's helper, housework
and child care, flexible hours, private
room and bath, one year
commitment, start June 1,
non-smoker. Call 965-6369.

Federal Jobs

Get Federal I Career Opportunites,
the 64-page listing of 4,000 current

floor home, one block from Roberts
Center. $6.00/ hr., May through
August. Call d/e 566-7065.
CHILDCARE / HOUSEHOLD
ASSISTANT: WANT TO STAY IN
BOSTON THIS SUMMER? Room
and borard plus weekly salary.
Private furnished sth floor apartment
in family home includes living room
overlooking Marlborough Street,
kitchen, private bath, huge skylight.
30 hour work week, very flexible
hours. Please call 536-3447 for an
interview. References required.

full time in their homes this summer.
$6.00-$B.OO per hour. Call Parents in
a Pinch, 739-KIDS.
LOVE! Adorable baby boy in need
of P/T sitter starting in May for all day
Wednesdays and other flexible hrs.
Across from D-line. Salary neg. Call
Jayne: 232-7064.
Babysitter Needed for summer. Live
in or out. 969-6760.
Wanted: Student to houseclean 4-5
hrs. one day per week. Time is at the
convenience of the student. One

Opportunity in the Travel Industry.
The number one college tour
operator is looking for an efficient,
responsible, and organized campus
representative. Earn free trips, and
good
210.
commissions.
Call
1-800-999-4300.
Lifeguards needed for the summer
WORKING
at the West End House, Allston. All LIKE SWIMMING?
pool ou*
Let's
WITH
CHILDREN?
shifts. ALS & CPR required. Call
resources. We'll help you get a
'
Janet at 787-4044.
certification (WSI), then provide
ideal teaching experience working
Occasional evening babysitting for us. Andy, 642-8666.
needed for our 14 month old child HAVE FUN WITH KIDS THIS
at our house near Newton Corner.
SUMMER!! If you love kids and have
Experience and reference desired. childcare experience, we have great
Tel. 965-2417.
jobs taking care of kids part time or

and available white collar federal
jobs. Includes who to contact, what
the jobs are, where they're located
and how to apply. Moneyback
guarantee. Call 1-800-822-JOBS ext.

We pay our people
good money to
expose
themselves.
As a member of Underground
Camera's part-time or full time
sales team, you'll learn every
aspect of our business from
selling cameras to developing

film.

We don't require experience,
just an interest in photography
and the desire and commitment
to expose yourself to something
new!
For information on position
openings call:
(508) 543-9573

UNDERGROUND

Some more Earth Day activities
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Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other
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Cigarette
Expen- |
Papers.
ence
a
world-class
smoke!
Limit
one
free
,
, . .
DOOKlet per person. (Allow 4-6 wks for delivery). I

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
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Thin, light and smooth-burning,
the exclusive French Light" gives
you the finest in tobacco
smoking pleasure.

1297 Beacon St., Brookline 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)

??????????
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TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!

/ ree Pregnancy Testing
Service Gynecology

731-0060
Get Acquainted Special
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Complete GYN Exam
PAP Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Dia Phragm or ° ne c ycle of
Birth Control Pills
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Send thiscoupon to: Republic Tobacco Co.,
P.O. Box 8511, Prospect Heights, IL 60070.
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Classies... .Classies....
Brookline family offers free room
& board in exchange for child care.
Close to BC. Available May or
September. Call 232-5912.

DREAM MACHINE / Watertown
Cashiers, part time $5.00Mall
-$6.00/hr. Days/nights. Please apply
?

in person.

Newport, R1... looking for 3
roommates to share a house with a
group of fun girls for the summer.
Prime location, big house with back
deck. Contact Kate at 558-8746 or
Bridget at 558-9097.
May
Needed:
Roommates
15 August 31, one bedroom for 1
or 2 people, male or female. Located

"U Repair" Also Tax Delinquent

3 bed for June in Cleveland Circle
good for 4, $1200. 4 Beaut 3 bed
houses steps from school good for
6-7, $1950. 2 3 beds at Town Estates
condos off Lake St., pool, pkg.
$1,000-$1,500. Mod 4 bed, 1700
block good for 5 $1800 HTP 1", 2
baths wkg. f.p. Absol. Gorg 4 bed
hse 2 baths yd, pkg, lawn, good for
5, $2175 off 1700 block on quiet,
lovely st.
Many, many more apts condos and
hses avail. Please call or drop by our
office loca. rt. across street!
NEXT MOVE REALTY, 27A Comm
Ave, next to White Mountain

Call 805-644-9533
Seeking fourth female roommate.
Renovated apartment on South
Street, ideal location, bus/train stop
out front. 5 minute walk from
558-9615 or
campus. Call
property.

-

-

(1)826-6354.

-

Peruvian Amazon...
8d Nature Expedition $1498 from
Miami departs 6 Jan. 1990 6d
optional Machu Picchu extension
$598. Contact David Morimoto
Regis College for free color
brochure. (617) 893-1820.
Need P/T summer employment
Lovable baby boy needs reliable
sitter Wed and flexible day (2 days
total) Across from D-Line. Call Jayne
232-7064.

Wonderful Brookline family near
Cleveland Circle needs nonsmoker
sitter, preferably with driver's
license. Afternoon and/or evenings
for now or summer or future. We'd
love to have you be part of our
family. Live in or out. Call 731-9245.
Childcare May or August M,W,
7:30-5:00, Thurs. 7:30-2:30. Flexible,
1 yr. old girl and 4 yr. old sister after
camp. Near Green Line. Call Shelley
527-7807.

Warm, Friendly Newton family to
exchange room and board for
babysitting. 5 year-old twins and 7
year-old. Private room and bath.
One mile from "T." Call Ellen Kass
527-8479.

SERVICES
Resumes,
Reports, Theses,
Graphics; Word Processing service.
Multimate Software IBM Computer.
Very close to campus. Reasonable
Rates. Call 80881 935-9643.
Word Processing Services Term
Papers / Reports. Rush and weekend
job. Reasonable Prices. Located in
Brighton. Call Lisa at 789-4884 or
leave message.
The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly
Tuesday evening 7:3opm McGuinn
340. Friends and supporters
welcome. Always confidential. For
more information write to LGCBC
-

783-3784.

SUMMER SUBLET one bedroom in
4 bedroom apartment, spacious,
hardwood floors, two porches (ideal
for BBQ), 15 min. walk from
campus, furnished, rent negotiable,
asking $300/month plus utilities,
6/1-8/31, Brighton, near Oak Square,
787-3355.

Government Homes from $1.00.

-

NEXT MOVE REALTY Lg. charming
1 bed across St. from school $1,000
Good for 3
avail June-Sept.
Beaut. Renov. studio 2001 Comm.
Ave. for June $675- 1 bed. $875
good for 2 Lg. Mod 1 bed condo
-

-

-

-

pool, pkg. overlooks Chandler's
Pond off Lake St.-$875. 2 bed $1,000.
Mod lg. 2 bed good for 3, 1700 block
$1,000. Lg. Mod 2 bed on Lothian
Rd. off Chiswick, good for 4 $1,000
HTD. Gorg. 2 bed in birch hse w'/2
pkg good for 3 $1100, off 1700
block. Gorg. 3 bed on Chiswick,
$1200 for June, $1500 for Sept. Mod

Creamery, 527-6655.

SUMMER
EGREMONT
apartment for
thru August.
$200 / month!
for details.

-

-

-

-

SUBLET
ON
ROAD! Spacious
rent from mid-May
Rent is less than
Call Jan at 730-8365

Meet the two toughest cops in town.
One's just

j±

Box Lll2.

Job- Newton
to care
person
needs
family
Center
for two children,ages 5 and 7 from
Fri.
4:oopm to 6:3opm Mon.
starting end of June. Car not

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE:
Reports, Theses, Resumes, Graphics.
Multimate software, IBM computer.
Very close to campus, reasonable

Jim at 244-3784

TYPEWRITER, COMPUTER, AND
VCR REPAIR. FREE PICK-UP.
361-6868

Part Time Summer

-

necessary. Salary negotiable. Call
Betsy or

across from Chansky's, air
conditioned. $250 per person per
month, negotiable. May rent free.

the Heights

evenings.

Come play with our kids ! Part-time
babysitter wanted to play with
adorable 2-year old girl and her baby
brother. Good pay. Flexible hours.
Lots of Fun ! Summer and beyond.
Call Carrie at 965-3245.
FOREIGN AREA SPECIALISTS!!
Several multi-national corporations
currently seeking mid-career foreign
graduate students/researchers as
associate advisors on scientific,
political
and
economic,
developments in their home
For
call:
countries.
info
1-800-628-2828 EXT 516 or send
cover letter/resume to: International
Investment Analysis Group, 40 Wall
Street, Suite 2124, New York, NY
10005.

Summer Babysitter needed: two
days / weekfor professor's children
in Newton Center home (next to law
school campus). If you plan to stay
in the area for the summer, like
children, and need part-time work
and / or housing, please call Liz at
244-3177.

CHILDCARE NEEDED
Tuesday and Thursday 5:15-6:15 from
May 16 to June 2 for 3-yr-old child.
Watch at BC while mom is at class.
Call Dr. Kenny, 552-4030, days.
INTERESTING
CHILDCARE:
Professional parents need spring and
summer help in caring for three
intelligent, energetic children aged
6,5 &2 (2 boys and 1 girl). Excellent
pay. Flexible hours, full-time or
part-time. Possibility of travel. Job
could continue next fall. 965-5552.
Earn $6.00

-

rates.

Donna Leigh's Typing Service.
Prices students can afford; half-mile
from campus. Call 738-9607.

The Alternative Beat, DJ's available
for upbeat college dances and
parties with modern attitude.
Progressive, New Wave, Industrial,
Acid House, and more 80's dance
music. Call 629-9491 or 262-6377
TMI Student Travel offers discount
major
international airfares
personalairlines, not charters
group
ized trip planning
discounts ?617/367-3311.
SHARON WOLPERT'S WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE Letters,
reports, manuscripts, theses,
resumes. Academic manuscripts and
formats my speciality. All work laserprinted. 24 hour rush service
available. Call Sharon Wolpert at
(617) 738-6442.

J

JERRY LEE AS HIMSELF

JF

?

?

?

APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
Cape Cod Cottage
Walk to Bank Street beach, shops,
store, and plenty of jobs. 2
bedrooms, sleeps 4, available all
summer. $4,200. Call (203) 521-2879
or (203) 666-9868.
r
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If you care, take the time to listen.

$10.00

Now hiring painters and foremen for
summer house painting season.
Full-time work available in Greater
Boston Area. Call PRIME TOUCH at
964-7020 for more information.
THINK SUMMER NOW! Work with
children in a warm setting. General
staff, archery specialist, newspaper
editor, WSI (scholarship for
certification available). Call Andy,
642-8666.

Paul A.
April 29th
Happy 21st
Birthday!

Love from Spain

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession?
find
You'll
it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,
language and hearing disorders.
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both
BostOFl-BoUVe
programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Pnllpcfp
UOJlCgc
Association.
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include
Northeastern
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.
II
Mkm
University
Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.
mm
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve
College of Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
An equai opportunity/affirmative
Boston, MA 02115. Because some people's problems are worth listening to. action university.
-
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Classies... .Classies....
APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
sth floor apartment includes living
overlooking Marlborough
room
Apartments available for 6/1 and
Street,
kitchen, private bath, huge
9/1 near BC Two room studio, only
skylight.
Please call 536-3447 for
$525; Another, two ok $675; One
References required.
interview.
beds starting $650; Charming one
$725;
Renovated Summer Sublet: female. Fully
bed, perfect for 2,
one bed, mod K ? B, d/d, h/w floors, furnished, large bedroom in
walk to campus, $895; Best two three-story house. Two bathrooms.
bedroom selection $850-$1450; Huge kitchen, living room, porch,
Chandler Pond two beds starting at backyard. Two minute walk to B, C,
$900; two bed, nr. Chansky's, mod D trains, laundromat, BC bus. Fire
k &b, a/c, $975; Over-sized two bed minutes to two supermarkets. Rent
4 ok, $1125; Two beds at reservoir, negotiable. Call Mimi at 730-9834.
select at $1100; Three bed with pkg,
Newton Charming sunny & privat
Mod k& b, $1100; Three bed near
1 bedrm studio in house. Screened
Chansky's, starting $1200; Charming
eat-in-kit, washer/dryer, 1 car
porch,
Three bed, 5 ok, $1450; Furnished
four bed with pkg $1450; Four beds parking. $675 all utilities. 332-8794.
in houses $1500-$1600; Beautifully
Brighton/Brookline
restored Victorian, 2 car pkg, $2100; spacious 3-bdrm, eat-in-ktch, wood
Lux. four bed duplex, 2 car pkg, floors, porch, parking, access to B &
$2200; Sublets available at reduced C lines, ht. & wt. incl., $1100. Avail
fees. We have the listings in demand. June 1, 731-9864.
At Home Realty, Inc., 12128
Commonwealth Avenue Allston, Roommates needed for excellent
summer at the Cape, specifically
MA (617) 738-1820.
Hyannis. Call soon for more details,
MUST SEE! Beautiful, HUGE one preferably after 11pm on weeknights.
bed room apt., great view, excellent Call Jan at 730-8365.
for 1-3 occupants. Corner of Comm
Ave and Chestnut Hill Ave, at T-stop, Roommates needed (1 or 2) this
washer/dryer, less than one mile to summer. Only $230/person!
BC, around corner from all stores. Includes spacious carpeted rooms
Availability negotiable for summer and full, modern kitchen. Close to
and/or year lease. 725/mo. Call B-line, C-line and BC bus. 734-0398.
277-9899.
Summer Sublet, 1999 Commonwealth Ave. One bedroom
35
Apt
SUMMER SUBLET South St.
living
room,
apartment,
81, 2 bedroom full kitchen/bath
eat-in-kitchen,
bathroom,
&
Circle
near T near BC Cleveland
& bus
$800/ mo. Available mid-May. Call washer/dryer in building, T
stip out front, 5 minute walk to
787-8153.
campus. $700/ month. Call Rick
SUMMER SUBLET
783-9688.
1-3 females needed to share 2
bedroom South St. apt.
5 min. Let the Good Times Roll in this
walk from campus, just off Comm. sunny, spacious semi-furnished 4
Ave. Sunny, big rooms, very clean, bedroom apartment filled with good
partially furnished. Dishwasher, vibes! Just steps away from your
laundry, parking. Available May favorite green tube on Comm Ave in
11 Sept. Reasonable rent. Please Brighton. Graduates ready to bolt
call 782-6840 and leave a message. need sublets. Available May-Aug and
rent is negotiable. Call 734-9793.
Going on Leave? Visiting couple
(nonsmoking, no pets, no kids) seeks Frantic Duke student needs a place
small, nicely furnished house or to stay this summer! Please call Rod
apartment with easy commute to anytime, (919) 684-1567, collect.
Harvard by car or MTA. September STUDIO: Quiet, non-smoker,
'89-Summer '90. Call (Conn) female, Cotton St. opposite lower
203/486-2250.
campus. Cathedral ceilings, 11 by 19,
WANT TO STAY IN BOSTON THIS all utilities, limited kitchen, A/C,
SUMMER? Rent free Back Bay parking space. Babysitting available.
$560.00/month. Available June or
apartment in family home plus
Sept.
Call 332-0909 or 444-3838.
salary.
Chidcare/Household
Assistant position. 30 hour work FREE ROOM AND BOARD in
week, very flexible. Private furnished exchange for 15-20 hours per week
-

.

of babysitting, light household
chores, cleaning or cooking in
private homes, walking distance to
BC. Call now for FALL placement.
Summer placement also available.
Separate apartment situations
available for couples. The Student
Housing Exchange. 277-6420.

Learn Bartending this
Summer... can today

fNew

England

BStf*tendorS
j>cnooi

(617) 247-1600
8n Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116

Lie. by Comm. of Mass. Department of Education
Member Mass. Assoc, of Private Career Schools

82 Celica GT

ssp FULL OPTION:

a/c, am/fm, cass., power steering,
66k, mint condition, original owner,
super unleaded, asking $3700/BO

Summer Sublet: 1 bedroom condo,
brand new, sunny, furnished, kitchen
with d.w. & microwave. Security please call 787-5788alarm & parking if necessary. Right
on the B-line. Avail, mid May (free)
Oenon DRA-35V stereo receiver. 1
to Aug. 31. Call 782-6791 Molly or year old. $350.00 new. Best offer.
Bridget.
Denon DP-7F turntable. 1 year old.
Wanted...2 female roommates to $200 new. Best offer.
share spacious 5 bedroom Rossignol 3 G skis. 195 cm.
bindings. 2 years old.
apartment with 3 juniors next Salomon 637
new. Best offer.
year...have your own bedroom! 1 Pacicane $475.00
Call
Steve at 558-9044 (messages).
block from Chansky's on Comm.
Think Summer!
Ave.
reasonable rent ?Call
today! 558-8737 or 558-9361.
Come on vacation to the White
Mountains with us Aug. sth-Aug.
FOR SALE
20th and help take care of our 2
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X4's
Seized in drug raids for under
$100.00? Call for facts today.
602-837-3401.
?

Ray-Ban, Vuarnet, Revo
and more!!
Free Brochure
Best Image
1 5 Moreland Ave.
Dedham, MA 02026

\\

Call

&

617-329-2755
\u25a0
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DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
AIR, RAIL * STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
TOURS CRUISES HOTELS RESORTS
CHARTERS SPRING BREAK TRIPS
EURAIL PASSES
?

?

7
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children ages 5 & 9. We hike, swim,
watch movies, play tennis, etc. If
necessary we will provide room and
board for all or some of the summer.
Please call 469-3911 or 965-5235.
Brand new single mattress, box
spring, frame $85. Stereo, TV, stand
& bookshelf $55. Stereo, turntable,
cassette deck, diamond ring $350.
739-0269, Moe.
1983
Cordia
Mitsubishi:
Good dependable car. Must sell.
$1,200 or 8.0.. Call Ken: Day
739-8751 or Eve 738-4451.

PERSONALS
"A Night in ASIA" exotic Asian food,
entertainment, dance w/exceptional dj sounds. Everyone welcome.
By BCASIA $5 door, $4 advance.
Patti: Now it's your turn to make the
runs
no excuses! Have a great
day we'll do our best to help!
?

?

Love, T

Cambridge

&

C.

//

Graduation Party?
ask about our Special Deli Platter.
(617) 492-2522

-

?

?

?
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Baseball Cards Wanted: Highest
price. Look under your bed, check
the attic for football cards too. Call
Neal, Rebecca and Victor 262-3483,
or send list to Neal 334 Beacon St.,
Boston, Ma 02116.

356 Owttnut Hill Ave.
MtoOKUNE

mm
734-Z»
Q
-_~

SEE NEW ENGLAND AND GET PAID FOR IT!
Excellent summer job opportunity for quality
minded, clean cut individuals. 35mm camera
experience helpful but ability to represent us
in a very professional manner and positive attitude more important. Must be available May
and June weekends, some weekdays and have
access to a car.
CALL 262-1909.

College Students And Young Professionals
To Teach Catechism
There is a need for men and women who could both become qualified teachers of
Catholic doctrine and donate time and effort to teach a weekly class in one of
several local parishes.
Teachers for all grades are i.eeded who could begin in September of 1989.
It has been recommended that, insofar as possible, all teachers have the benefit of
a brief course called Basic Teacher Training. It consists of 10 sessions of 2 hours
each. Three of the sessions deal with methods of teaching and the other seven
with content (Creed, Scripture, Church, Sacraments, and Morality). Participants
will be introduced to recent Church documents on these matters. Completion of
the course, together with one successful year of teaching, will lead to Basic
Certification by the Archdiocesan Office of Religious Education.

-

£

LIFELINE
Help is neverout ot reach

The Opportunity Of A Lifeline
Lifeline Systems, Inc. designs, manufactures,
and markets a state of the art Personal
Emergency Response System.
LSI is looking for energetic team players
to work in our 24-hour Emergency
Response Center in Watertpwn.
If you would like to join our dedicated
staff, have good telephone skills, are
reliable, and want to make a difference in
people's liveSy call Sandy Carter, (617)
923-2179 for more information.
Currently hiring 2nd shift 3-11:30 pm M-F
$8.75/hour. Excellent benefits.
?A.A./E.O.E.

Courses presenting the 10 sessions of Basic Teacher Training (5 two-hour
sessions per semester) will begin in September of 1989. The Courses will be
offered at several convenient locations.
The

cost

of the Basic Teacher Training is $25 which covers printed materials.

Persons interested in attending the course and in teaching catechism should fill out
the printed form below and send it to

Basic Teacher Training
St Aidan Parish, 158 Pleasant Street, Brookline, MA 02146.
I am interested in receiving Basic Teacher Training certification and in
teaching a weekly religion class in a local parish.
NAME
COLLEGE AND YEAR (if applicable)
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

,

THE
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the Weights

Now It's My Turn To Comment.
For an entire year now I have dedicated my time and energy as UGBC's Vice President
for Communications. In retrospect, it was a fantastic experience that taught me how to
deal with people, deadlines, professionals and myself. At time though it seemed as if
there was never enough time in the world to do what desperately needed to be done
yesterday. The gratitude for the work was minimum, and the headaches involved can
easily drown out the pride. It's kind of a difficult situation to deal with.
I wanted to take this last opportunity to voice my feelings toward the year and those
others that also sacrificed a great deal to make UGBC function as smooth as it could.
These are people that thought they could make a difference. At least the motivation and
spirit was there as well as enough confidence and pride to give it a shot. I respect that
ideal, and I respect them. One thing in particular that I have learned is that this campus
is filled with mediocrity and naturally it is those that criticize easily and then hide. Throwing
stones at UGBC all year long is easy enough, but it is also detrimental to any progress.
By doing so you break the spirit of these dedicated people and you break their progress.
The Heights I'm sure feels that their tongue in cheek commentary of Matt Pye's year
of service was called for. It wasn't. I know Matt, and he deserves alot more than shallow
politically biased criticism from people running around playing Jimmy Olson with pen-

cils behind their ears.
A little understanding and cooperation is all it would take to turn the student body
and its organizations into a powerful unit. Right now it is about as apathetic and broken
as it could be.
Elvis Costello was a success and so were all the other UGBC events. They were a success solely because people tried their best to pull them off. That's all there is to it. So
next time you find an urge to blow off some of the frustrations at 8.C., do it in the right
direction. Not at UGBC, but at the source yourself.
I know I speak for all of UGBC when I say we did our best and we are at least proud.
That's a good feeling no matter how you look at it.
I tip my hat to the entire cabinet and Carolyn. As a unit we have alot to take pride
in. You are some special people who will always look for more than you can give. That
is what success is all about.
Thank you Matt and Dave for everything. Without you guys, this all would not have
been possible. You two are the heart and soul of the cabinet no matter what anyone
may say. I think we understand each other in a way that others can't see. It was a pleasure
working with you, and I'd do it again
I think.
I won't, or let's say, I can't forget this year.
-
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UGBC LECTURE

APRIL 26, 1989
CONTE FORUM

2 PM

TICKETS ON SALE IN McELROY
BOOTH $4
MON.loam-4pm

THE

COMUNIATR

TUE. 9 am-4 pm
WED. 9am-4pm
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EAGLE'S EYE OF BOSTON COL EGE

NOTICE:
This Month is A.I.D.S.
AWARENESS MONTH [See
Color Entries], all A.I.D.S.
events are sponsored by
Contact:
Housing Office
Ron Hammond 3060;
Watch the Eagle's Eye for
events and details!
-

x

ARTS HOTLINE- 552-4000
INFOLINE 552-2508

Monday Tuesday
24
25
Ipm-2pm Speak Out Planning
Meeting, Bapst Library. A
meeting for anyone interested in
planning Speak Outs for the Fall.
Contact: Susan Griffith x3200.
Sponsored by Bapst Library &
SPAC.
2-3pm Interviewing Workshop,

Career Center. x3430.
3pm Coalition Against Nuclear
War Meeting, Cushing 210.

(Chaplaincy, x3475).
Summer Job
Search Workshop, Career
Center. Learn how to obtain the
summer job you want. Sign up
in the Internship Office for one
of the seven workshops this
month.
spm-6pm Sports Tonight Show,
Tune in to WZBC, 90.3 FM. The
only sports program focusing on
B.C. A live call-in talk show
discussing the sports world.
Change the channel to WZBC,
3:30-4:3opm

90.3 FM.

7pm

AIDS Presentation,
Duchesne Lounge.

7pm-Bpm The North Western
Wilderness, McGuinn 108. This
is a slide show and lecture by a
representative of the Wilderness
Coalition which is working to
preserve one of the last truly
magnificent wilderness areas in

the lower 48 states. Sponsored
by the Environmental Action
Center.

7:3opm 'Mr. Joyce is Leaving
Paris', Gasson 305. Performed by
The Boston Drama Quintet.
Admission is FREE. Sponsored
by the Irish Stud ies Program.
7-9:3opm
Amnesty
International Group Meeting,
Campion 201.
B:3opm Women's Network
Meeting, McGuinn 410. (Julie
Temple 782-6615).
7 pm Wild Rockies Wilderness,
Environmental Action Center,

McGuinn 108. Slides about
wilderness in America. x3475
Elenor MacLellan

ARTS HOTLINE-552-4000
INFOLINE
552-2508

10-11pm Job Search Workshop
Part 11, Career Center. Job Search
II helps you 'put it all together,'
by teaching you how to organize

your job search and locate
potential employers beyond the
campus.. (x3430).
Resume Writing
12-Ipm
Workshop, Career Center.
at
12:30-1:30PM Music
MID-DAY, Gasson 112. Concert
by the Boston College Chamber
Music Society. Admission is
FREE. Sponsored by the Music
De partment.
1-2pm Interview Workshop,
Career Center.
3pm-4:3opm W.E.B. Dußois:

Discussion, MacNeil Room,
Bapst Library. A discussion of the
writings of W.E.B. Dußois.
Sponsored by the MLK, Jr .
Committee & Bapst Library.
5:30-6pm Irish Society Show,
Tune in to WZBC, 90.3 FM, for
a half hour of traditional Irish
folk music brought to you by
WZBC and the Irish Society.
(Christine Tierney, 558-5800 or
Courtney x3511).

5:45-7pm Women's Prayer
Group, Women's Resource
Center, McElroy 213. An
ecumenical prayer service and
potluck supper. The speaker will
be Marsie Silvestro. Bring food to

share!
7pm Aids Presentation, Keyes
Lounge.
7pm
Aids Presentation,
Cheverus Lounge.
7pm Womynfire Meeting,
Feminist
McElroy
127.
support/discussion group.
7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay
Community at BC Meeting,
McGuinn 340. Meets weekly.
and
supporters
Friends

welcome. Always Confidential.
More info: x2979 or Box Lll2.

Bpm An Acre of the Night
Contemporary Theater,Gasson
305. $4 w/BCID, $5 w/out. An

play
student
original
production. 787-7785

Wednesday
Writing
Workshop, Career Center.
4-s:3opm Music Ministry
Workshop, Lyons 408. For all
interested in singing at liturgies.
Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts
Group. (Contact: Chris LaFond
and Laetitia Blain 552-4667).
3-4pm

Resume

spm-6pm

The

Holistic

Community, WZBC, 90.3FM.
Victor Reveals a different realm:
ESP, Dreams Analysis, and
Astrology. Change the channel
to WZBC, 90.3 FM.
5-7pm Intercultural Cafe,
McElroy Cafe. Exotic coffees,
appetizers, desserts (using
points),
music
and
entertainment offered. Co-spon
sored by Italian Club and ODSD

Bpm The King and I, Robsham
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.

$4 students and $5 adults.
Acclaimed by many as the
greatest of the Rodg ers and
Hammerstein musicals, The
King and I opened in New York
and logged in over 1200
performances. This revival,
directed by J. Paul Marcoux, \u266
re-examines the role of the
British imperialism in the
(x8005).
eighteen sixties in an attempt to
6pm BC Democrats Meeting, understand what Oriental cult
Gasson 301. Regular Meeting, ure has given to the West as well
open to the entire Boston as how Westerners affected the
College Community. (Thomas people of a 'strange land' once
A. Guida 558-8550).
know as Siam. Sponsored by the
7pm Aids Presentation, Hardey University Theater (Bunny
Lounge.
Doyle x4609).
Presentation,
Walsh Bpm Boston College Symphony
7pm Aids
Bth Floor Lounge.
Orchestra Spring Concert,
7:30-9pm B.C. Pro-Life Coalition Gasson 109. A concert featuring
Movie, Gasson 209.
members of the B.C. Chamber
&
7:3OPM Black Women
Music Society, Flute Choir, and
Feminism, Gasson 305. Lecture THE BOSTON COLLEGE
by Prof. Amanda Houston & SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
discussion on the women's Chamber music by Beethoven,
movement from the black
Kabalevsky,
Boismortier,
perspective. Sponsored by Schumann, and Tournier.
UGBC Women's Issues.
Orchestral Program Wolfgang
7:3opm Adult Children of Amadeus Mozart, The Paris
Alcoholics Meeting, Gassor Symphony, and Charles Ives,
215. (ODSD, x 3470).
'The Unanswered Question'.
7:3opm
Evening Prayer, Bpm McElroy Coffeehouse,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St. McElroy Cafe. (Sponsored by
Gesuit Community, Stan Fasci, ODSD/SPAC).
S.J., 739-0224).
9pm-12am Lyons Cafe, Rat.
10pm Wed. Night Mass, Sponsored by UGBC
Manresa House. A community
Eucharist open to the university. 6:30 pm German Academy
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
Meeting, Mandatory meeting
S.J., 739-0224).
Election of officers for next year.
Eagle's Nest 558-8578

the Heights

Saturday

=29
Ipm-spm Steppers Inter-

national, WZBC, 90.3 FM.
Saturday afternoon brings the
Reggae on WZBC.
7:30 & 10pm Stripes &
Ghostbusters,
McGuinn

Auditorium. 8.C.1.D. admits you
and a friend for free. Sponsored
by the Film Board.
Bpm The King and I, Robsham
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.
$5 students and $6 adults.
Sponsored by the University
Theater (Bunny Doyle x4609).

Sunday

-

.

Thursday Friday

27

28

5:30-7pm Weekly Spaghetti
Dinner,
Murray
House. 11:30am Alcoholics Anonymous
Traditional Italian dinner every Meeting, Gasson 215. (ODSD,

Thursday with all the pasta, x3470).
bread, salad and soda you w ant 12-Ipm Resume Writing
for just $2! Last Dinner this Workshop, Career Center.
year..don't miss it! (Carol (x3430).
4-Bpm Attitude Adjustment
Firicano x8460).
5-6pm Radio Program. Can U Hour, Faculty Dining Room.
Feel it? Buddha G. deeps (Graduate Student Assoc, Tom
dropping the hip-hop beats on Camp, x8706)
WZBC. Change the channel to 5-6pm Crash Course. Turn on
WZBC, 90.3 FM.
WZBC, 90.3 fm, for sixty
6:3opm Inter-Varsity Christian thrashing minutes of music.
Fellowship, St. Joe's Chapel. A Thrash, hardcore and speed
student-run Christian workshop metal every Friday.
and fellowship time. (Marty or 7:30 & 10pm Stripes &
Ghostbusters,
Lynne 527- 3690).
McGuinn
7:3opm Protestant Worship Auditorium. Bill Murray is at his
Service, Cushing Chapel. comic best in these two films,
Sponsored by Chaplaincy joining the army and exterminat
ing ghosts. B.C. I.D. admits you
Office.
7:3opm Psychoanalytic Lecture and a friend for free. Sponsored
Series. McGuinn Auditorium. by the Film Board.
'Experience & Insight in the Bpm The King and I, Robsham
Psyoanalytic Salvation' by Arthur Theater Arts Center Mainstage.
Valenstein, M.D Admission is $5 students and $6 adults.
Free. Sponsored by the Theology Sponsored by the University
Department.
Theater (Bunny Do yle x4609).
.

30
11:30am-3:00pm SOM Field
Day, Shea Field. The students

and faculty of SOM will
compete in a huge softball,
volleyball, and tug-of-war
contest followed by a picnic
lunch. Be there for sun, fun and
a little relaxation before finals!
2pm The King and I, Robsham
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.
$4 students and $5 adults.
Sponsored by the University
Theater (Bunny Do yle x 4609).
7pm Stripes & Ghostbusters,
Barry arts Pavilion, Newton
Campus. 8.C.1.D. admits you and
a friend for free. Sponsored by
the Film Bo ard.

Monday
Class
of
1992
Semi-Formal, Long Wharf
Marriot. Call Dave O'Brien
(x3060) for more information.
Open 24 Hours EXAM CRAM
SESSION, Murray House. The
house is open all day and all
night for exam cramming.
(Continues until May 12). All are
we Icome. 7pm Chess Club
9-lam

Meeting, Gasson 209. Open
meeting. All are welcome.
7:3opm Memorial Mass for
Karen Devine, St. Joseph's
Chapel.
7pm Chess Club Meeting,
Gasson 209. Open meeting. All
are welcome.

